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17-year-old
dies in wreck
Monday night
ing off the west side of the road and
Staff Report
striking a tree.
Murray Ledger & Times
Cole was listed in critical condiA 17-year-old Alnx) resident was
killed in a one-vehicle accident in tion in the trauma unit.of Vanderbilt
Calloway County Monday evening. Medical Center in Nashville. Tenn.,
Calloway County Coroner Mike this morning. Another passenger in
Garland pronounced Brian M. the vehicle, 13-year-old Jacqueline
Talley dead at the scene of the acci- R. Dambra,also of Murray, was listdent, which occurred at approxi- ed in stable condition at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
mately 5:40 p.m. Monday.
KSP was assisted at the accident
According to a report from the
Kentucky State Police, the vehicle scene by the Calloway County
Talley was riding in, a 1998 Ford Sheriff's Department. Calloway
Mustang, was traveling south on Ky. County Fire-Rescue, Murray1824 when it dropped off the right Calloway County EMS and the
shoulder of the road. The driver of Murray Fire Department.
Cole. Dambra and Talley were all
the vehicle, 17-year-old Tami L.
Cole. Murray, then overcorrected
the steering and lost control, travel-

•See Page 2
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WARM RECEPTION ... U.S. Congressional candidate Klint Alexander, middle, and his wife, Melissa, share a laugh with former
U.S. Sen. Paul Simon during a reception/fund-raiser held for Alexander Monday evening in Paducah.

Former Sen. Simon shares
ideas of candidate Alexander
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — Although it is only four
days away, Democratic congressional candi- „
date Klint Alexander could not wait to kick off
this year's Fancy Farm Picnic.

Alexander, who will square off against
Republican incumbent Ed Whitfield in the
November race for 1st Congressional District
representative, held a reception/fund-raiser at
the River Heritage Museum in Paducah
Monday evening.
"I wanted this to be a kick-off for Fancy

Farm weekend," Alexander told the near capacity crowd that attended the event. "Fancy Farm
is the most exciting weekend in Kentucky politics. At the same time, Fancy Farm, this year,
is about very, very important issues."
In addition to the large turnout, Alexander
received some very high-profile Democratic
help from the likes of former Kentucky Gov.
Ned Breathitt and former U.S. Sen. Paul Simon
of Illinois.
"I feel that we are now on the road to victory," Breathitt said. "We're going to elect a new
senator."
Defeating four-time incumbent Whitfield
will not be an easy task, but Simon said he
believes Alexander has the knowledge and the
perseverance to pull out a victory.
"I want someone like Mint who is going to
be able to make the tough decisions," Simon
said. "I want someone with Mint's understanding and courage."

Alexander, the son of former Murray State
University President Dr. Kern Alexander and
brother of current MSU President Dr. King
Alexander, pointed to the country's slumping
economy, poor job market and sagging education system as signs that changes in
Washington are needed.
"We're moving away from the cornerstones
of what made us the greatest nation in the
world," Alexander said. "We have serious
issues, and we have three months to fix it."
Alexander's comments were underscored by
Simon's remarks, which outlined how government spending on education has declined, even
in light of the fact that education and per capita income can be closely linked.
"In fiscal year 1949, we spent 9 percent of
our federal budget on education," Simon said.
"We're currently spending one-and-a-half per-

State of Aurora
being discussed
businesses have rix.o.ett out, leaving
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
some stores abandoned and grown
Staff Writer
AURORA, Ky. — At a commu- over with weeds.
Thomas said if the decline connity meeting at St. Henry's Catholic
Church here, over 100 people filed tinues, then people will start seeing
into the activity center last night to a change for the worse in the comdiscuss possibly making this munity, with the most damaging
Marshall County community a sixth 'being a decrease in property values.
While J/AAC believes that makclass city.
Aurora -a city will help get the
ing
decline,
of
state
"Aurora is in a
and just an inch away from being in area back on track, many citizens
a depression." said Dick Thomas, don't want their area to change.
member of the Jonathan/Aurora Citizens brought up concerns over
tax increases, zoning, and alcohol
Action Committee.
Aurora, a small lake-side com- sales.
"Everyone fears one thing ...
munity just off Highway 68/80, used
to be a local stop for tourists.
However over the past few years,

MI See Page 2
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MSU hosting Sigma Chi workshop
Lavit said Murray State sent in a
said Andy Verlengia, associate alum, said the young men will benedirector of conference services with fit most from all the speakers who proposal to host the event, and
received a call from the organizers a
will be attending the conference.
Sigma Chi.
very
of
sorts
all
are
"There
officers,
year ago. The university then subThese undergraduate
traveling from all over the United prominent men who will be here on mitted a bid and the organizers came
States and Canada, will be attending campus," Lancaster said.
on campus to visit.
The Sigma Chi's are required the
sessions at MSU to better inform
"They liked what they saw when
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
themselves on the positions they attend every session they are they visited campus," Lavit said.
Staff Writer
will be holding and exchanging assigned, and sessions go into the "They will be using the community
The invasion is drawing near.
ideas with other Sigma Chi's on night. "While it is only three days, a lot. The restaurants should stay
Murray State University is to what it takes to be leaders.
we are going to try to get as much pretty busy, as well as the stores."
host the largest gathering of Sigma
possible,"
as
"It's just a great way for the guys accomplished
Judy Gargus, executive director
Chi's in possibly 10 years as to learn from not only other guys but Verlengia said.
Murray 'Tourism Commission,
of
approximately 1,400 young men, also alumni," Verlengia said.
Dan Lavit, director of summer
she was excited to see all the
said
faculty and staff will begin arriving
The visitors, including much of programs at MSU, said this was
"I'm glad they ,have chosen
visitors.
groups
Wednesday afternoon for the Sigma the alumni, will be staying in the possibly one of the largest
for their site," she said.
Murray
Chi Balfour Leadership Training residential colleges. Verlengia said the University has hosted in the
them will be staying at
of
"Most
Workshop.
this is a good way to remind the summer.
but they will be eating
State
Murray
"We get large groups every sum"We will be aggressively target- alumni what the college experience
and shopping at
restaurants
our
at
he
big,"
this
necessarily
not
mer,
ing being a good leader and being a is like.
"
stores
our
said.
Chi
Sigma
a
Lancaster,
Pete
good young man in today's society,"

Some 1,400 from
US.,Canada
expected here

Murray, KY 42071
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BRICK-A-BACK Streetscape crews relay two brick crosswalks on Main Street Monday morning. Soon after the
crosswalks were set originally, the bricks began to re-compact and sink. City Administrator Don Elias said the two
crosswalks at Fourth Street and Fifth Street would be test
walks to make sure the bricks don't recompact again before
the other walks are replaced. He said it would be a couple
of weeks before work would begin on the other walks.

www.murrayledger.com

City Wide Sidewalk Sale

270.753.1916

WEATHER
HIGH:

Fri., Aug.24 thru
Sun.,/Lug. 4th
Unbelievable Savings!
lust In Time For

Back To School Shopping!
SHOP MURRAY FIRSTii
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Partly Cloudy,
Chance of Rain
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m,LOW:
770

Tonight...
Partly cloudy.
Wednesday...
Partly cloudy.
Highs in the
Lower 90s.
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Driver intercepted near U.S. Embassy
Had half-ton of
explosives
By CHARLES J. HANLEY
AP Special Correspondent
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — A
would-be suicide bomber with morc
than a half-ton of explosives packed
into his car was just 300 yards from
the U.S. Embassy when he was
stopped by a chance traffic accident,
a kip Afghan intelligence official
reported today.
Foreign intelligence inrritation
indicated the alleged terrorist, who
was captured by Afghan authorities
on Monday after a car chase through
Kabul, was a foreigner and a member of the al-Qaida terror group. said
Amonullah Barakzai, deputy director of the Afghan intelligence sen
"He was on a suicide mission,"
Barakzai said. But he said Afghan
authorities were not sure whether
his target was the embassy, other
foreign installations or the Afghan
leadership, including President
Hamid Karzai, whose palace offices
are about a half-mile from the accident scene.
"Unfortunately for the past 24
hours we have not been able to
make him speak," he said.
One unidentified Afghan in the
car also was arrested, and another
Afghan escaped, said Gen. Din
Mohammad Jurat, chief of Interior
Ministry police. The investigation's
focus has been on the foreigner, sug-

.••••••••

AP Photo

ON ALERT ... Afghan soldiers march past the U.S. Embassy and the International Security
Assistance Force headquaters in Kabul today after security have been increased in the Afghan
capital. A suicide bomber arrested Monday by Afghan authorities just 300 yards from the U.S.
Embassy when he was stopped by chance after a traffic accident, a top Afghan intelligence official reported.
gesung the Afghans were believed President Abdul Qadir three weeks no information to offer on the inciago. A Turkish-led international dent, and added,"Nobody can conto be playing secondary roles.
The Kabul government sent addi- security force patrols Kabul as for- firm either way who the target was."
A government television report
tional troops into the capital's streets eigners train a new Afghan national
late Monday to guard against new army, police force and bodyguard Monday night on the arrest was
contingent to protect the Afghan accompanied by video of the man's
attacks.
Toyota Corolla, whose door panels
The alleged car-bombing attempt Cabinet.
A spokeswoman for the interna- were exposed to show yellow blocks
was the latest development feeding
concern about security in Kabul in tional security force, British Maj. of what the intelligence service
the wake of the killing of Vice Angela Herbert, said today she had statement said was explosives.

PoliceFireLogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Joey A. Ferguson, 44, and Teresa Ramsey, 37, both of New
Concord, were treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital following a two-vehicle accident Sunday. Ferguson was driving
north on Ky. 121 when turned left into the path of a vehicle driven by
Jimmy R. Burcham, 50, Murray, at the Shoemaker Road intersection.
Burcham was not seen at the hospital.
• Mark W. Wyatt, 43, Murray, was treated and released at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital after he was thrown from his motorcycle
Monday evening. Wyatt was traveling south on White Oak Drive when a
dog ran in front of his motorcycle. The front wheel of the motorcycle then
struck the dog, causing Wyatt to be thrown off.
• Jeremy D. Bums, 22, New Concord, was arrested Sunday morning
on charges of fourth-degree assault, resisting arrest and third-degree
assault. A Calloway County sheriff's deputy suffered a severe groin pull
as he was attempting to arrest Burris. The deputy was treated for the
injury at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Burris was released from
the Calloway County Jail on $500 surety bond.
Murray Fire Department
• Two trucks and five firefighters responded to an alarm at 501 S
Eighth St. Friday at 3:52 p.m. The alarm had been set off by fumes from
a hardwood floor that was being refinished.
• Three trucks and 16 firefighters responded to a report of a possible
structure fire at 110 Jameswood Drive Saturday at 7 12 a m Upon
arrival, firefighters discovered a trash can in the garage at the residence
had been on fire and was smoking. The can was pulled out of the garage
• Four trucks and 12 firefighters responded to a report of a smoke
smell at the radiology department of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Sunday at 7:59 a.m. An investigation revealed no smoke or fire.
• Three trucks and nine firefighters responded to a report of a refuse
fire at Food Giant Tuesday at 2:26 a.m. Upon arrival firefighters found a
dumpster smoldering and extinguished any fire that may have been in
the dumpster.
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
• The sheriff's office is investigating the theft of a golf cart and its use
in criminal mischief on the golf course at Kenlake State Park. Park
Manager Brian Roy reported that someone had used the cart to damage
the greens on the course and also damaged the cart before leaving it
behind. The damage was estimated at $5,500.
• Jason R. Lemmons, 17, Paragould. Ark., was taken to the Marshall
County Hospital Monday afternoon after his vehicle lost control on loose
gravel near the intersection of Liberty School Road and Walnut Grove
Road and struck and embankment.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and
citations from respective agencies

•Aurora ...
office in Aurora. Thomas said the most encouraging part
of the survey information was many people listed they
change," said l/AAC member David Hardin, "and I would be satisfied to pay more taxes if they knew the
don't want it to change. That is why I am here tonight." money would stay locally.
Hardin said he already sees it is not safe the way it
For the city to incorporate, there needs to be a petiused to be, citing that the local bank had been recently tion of two-thirds of the registered voters in the area that
robbed three times.
is being defined as a city. That petition will then be sent
This was the second meeting considering incorpora- to the circuit judge where the judge will declare it a city.
He said if that goes through, there are many ways for
tion, and each meeting has brought questions and concerns from citizens. Thomas said there has also been the people to decide how to fund the town."Taxes is an
many surveys throughout the area of what people want obvious answer," Thomas said.
He said the city could choose to instill property taxes,
to see done to Aurora. and said that three-fourths of
respondents believe Aurora is deteriorating. However, business taxes, or, if the town voted to, alcohol sales
he said half-of the people believed that some other enti- taxes.
"There are a lot of different ways," said Russ
ty, like county or state government, should be responsiClabom, J/AAC member."These will be things that will
ble for making Aurora great again.
"They feel they are already paying taxes, so it should come up once we incorporate and elect a mayor."
It is really up-to the city," Thomas said. "There realalready be done.''
Some of the items listed on the survey that citizens ly is no list that comes down from Frankfort that says,
would like to see changed are: Mowing the highway 'You must do this,' and 'You must do that."
shoulders frequently. 24-hour security patrol, and a post

From Front

EDWARD SHERIDAN Ledger & Times photo

POLITICAL TALKS ... Former U.S. Sen. Paul Simon, left, talks to U.S. Congressional candidate
Klint Alexander, center. and Marshall County Judge-Executive Mike Miller during a fundraising
reception last night in Paducah.

IN Alexander ...
From Front
cent of our federal budget on education. The answer is very clear. If you
want to improve income, you have
to improve education."
Alexander also expressed his
opposition to tying Social Security
into the stock market, another point
of view which Simon endorsed.
Both agreed, however, that some
type of massive change was needed
for Social Security to continue and
succeed.
"Thirty years ago, we had 16
people working for each retiree,"
Simon said. "We're down to three
for each retiree now,and in about 18
years, we're going to be down to 2.3
for each retiree. You don't need to
be an Einstein to figure out we need
to make some adjustments."
In addition to Simon and

Getting a mortgage will be the easy part.
EasyExpress Mortgages. Less paperwork. No hassles. Save your
energy for finding the perfect house. An EasyExpress Mortgage
can take half as much time as a traditional mortgage, with
up to 90 percent less paperwork. No tax returns, employment
verifications, or income verifications are required. So you have
fewer hassles and more time to concentrate on more important
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Premium Deterred Annuities are cornpetiiise
alternatives to other savings plans. The initial
uaranteed rate' is:
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things — like moving into your new home. To talk with a mortgage
loan specialist, visit your nearest Union Planters branch today.
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Breathitt, Tuesday's event was also
attended by Kentucky Attorney
General Ben Chandler, a possible
gubernatorial candidate: Larry
Sanderson, who is running for a
House seat in Kentucky: and
Marshall County Judge-Executive
Mike Miller.
Alexander said the large
Democratic turnout last night was
hopefully a sign that Democrats are
ready to head to the polls and put
their party back in control of
Washington government.
"Two years ago, a lot of people
didn't vote on where we would be
today," he said."They voted on how

they felt two years ago. Democrats
knew what would happen if the
Republican majority took back over
control of our government, and so
far, that has borne itself out."
Miller, Kentucky's longest-serving judge-executive, said Alexander
represents the type of candidate that
west Kentucky Democrats can get
behind and push over the top.
"In west Kentucky, we're Godfearing, gun-toting, tobacco-loving
Democrats," Miller said. "We here
in west Kentucky have our own
thoughts and our own minds, and
we have a man running that shares
those."

Wreck ...
641 South when it dipped off the
right side of the roadway. Hale then
wearing seat belts at the time of the overcorrected to the left, causing the
accident, according to the KSP vehicle to go into a skid. The vehireport. The Jaws of Life had to be cle then left the roadway, went into
used to free them from the vehicle, a ditch and began to roll, ejecting
according to a MFD report.
Hale and two other passengers, 17Three other Calloway County year-old William H. Lawrence,
residents were treated and released Hazel, and 16-year-old Matthew C.
at MCCH Monday after they were Bailey, Murray.
thrown from their vehicle after it
All three were taken to the hospioverturned.
tal by ambulance. MFD assisted the
The vehicle, a 2001 Chrysler Calloway County Sheriff's Office at
Jeep driven by Jason D. Hale. 17, the scene of the accident.
Kirksey, was traveling south on U.S.

From Front
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Practicing to
ID all sorts of
horticulture
Can you identify a Hawthorn
Tree or a Filbert? Then you might
want to participate in the 4-H
Horticulture Judging Contest next
year. Youth learn to identify and
judge fruit and nuts, woody ornamental trees, seeds and vegetables.
There are at least 75 plants the
youth learn.
At the qualifying competition
eight youth qualified to advance to
state competition at the Kentucky
State Fair on Aug. 17. Youth
learned to
4-H Update determine
By Ginny Harper quality, quantity and idenCalloway County tify plants
Extension Agent and seeds.
for 4-H Youth
The
Calloway
Development
County 4-H
Horticulture
Judging team
have practices weekly in July and
will practice weekly prior to competing at the state fair. Connie
Talent has coached this fine team.
Ron Talent, Kentucky Division of
Forestry, defined the trees; while
Lloyd Weatherly, Agriculture
Agent, taught vegetables and
woody ornamentals. Kathy Keeney
reviewed fruit and nuts. Youth
received clinic training prior to the
contest.
wi
"It is rewarding to work with
outstanding youth and help them
learn and practice judging vegetables. I enjoy working with the
youth and helping them gain
knowledge that will make them better customers. I've seen youth come
to the first practice and realize that
they don't know much of the material and by the end of training sessions, they have mastered it. I am
grateful for the parents who have
been supportive and provide products to judge and identify as well as
transporting our team to visit Jesse
Wilson's garden at the home of Phil
and Claydean McCallon."
"There are so many neat things
to see and do at the Kentucky State
Fair too." Connie Talent, Calloway
County 4-H Horticulture Judging
Coach, stated.
Results were as follows: Coley
Miller, Senior Champion; Kelsey
Watson, Junior Champion; and
David Kuykendall, Young Junior
Champion. There was a five-way
tie in Vegetable Identification
between Sarah Kuykendall, Rachel
Talent, Tucker Adams, Samantha
Crutcher and Watson. Top scores in
Fruit and Nut went to Watson and
Adams, Woody Ornamental and
Vegetable Judging overall top score
was Watson. Kara Taylor was second overall in the young junior
division. Youth received medals for
first place finish and for category

McConnell announces
MSU request OK'd in
appropriation committee

Former church elder mails
letter appealing expulsion

The funding, which is included in
Special to the Ledger
Senate
Agriculture
WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S. the
Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) Appropriations bill, will be used by
announced recently that his request Murray State's Breathitt Veterinary
for $100,000 for agricultural Center to continue research on the
research at Murray State University effects of common agriculture
was approved by the Senate chemicals on animals.
The bill must now be approved
Committee.
Appropriations
McConnell is a senior member of by the full Senate.
that committee.

Breathing gear required
in Hopkinsville park area
4-H Photo
I SPY SPUDS ... Tucker Adams
carefully considers each potato as he judges at the
Horticulture Judging Event.
high points. Calloway County has
competed in the State Fair for the
last four years in horticulture with
youth in the top ten each year.
Upcoming events are: 4-H
Poultry Judging and Avian Bowl
Team on July 30, Aug. 5-6 from 5 7 p.m. at the extension office; 4-H
Tobacco Judging Team will meet
on Aug. 1 from I - 3 p.m. at the
Expo Center classroom; 4-H
Horticulture Judging Team will
meet on Aug. 1 and 5 from I - 3
p.m. and 3:30 - 5 p.m. at the Expo
Center.
The 4-H Livestock and Dairy
Judging Contest at Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Green is Aug. 2. Participants will
leave the extension office at 6 a.m.
and will return at 9 p.m. Interested
youth need to call Ginny by August
1 to participate. Skill-a-thon and
Judging clinic will be available.
All 4-H youth that plan to send
items to the Kentucky State Fair,
which is Aug. 15- 27, must contact
Ginny by July 30. All items are due
by Aug. 9. Champion items from
the 441 division of the County Fair
are eligible.
Calloway
county
The
Cooperative Extension Service is
open Monday through Fridayfrom 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The phone number
is 753-1452 and thefax is 759-4243.
The Calloway Count',' 4-H Council
receives funding from MurrayCalloway County United Way.
Education programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people regardless
ofrace, color, age, sex, religion, disability or national origin. University
of Kentucky, Kentucky State
University, U.S. Department of
Agriculture and Kentucky Counties,
cooperating.
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — firmation of the tests, conducted by
While the danger to visitors from Murray State University veterinary
histoplasmosis spores identified this officials, and had issued no advisory
week in Fort Campbell Memorial of potential health risk to the public.
Park may be small, city police and
Histoplasmosis contamination is
firefighters were instructed not to common in this area and the risk of
enter the tree-covered portion of the infection is minimal.
park without self-contained breathing gear.
The instructions came in the
form of "informational memos"
directed by Fire Chief Bill Jeffries
and Police Chief Kenny Over to
supervisors in their departments on
today. That followed reports that
one of 12 soil tests taken from the
park tested positive for the diseasecausing fungus.
By Monday afternoon, city officials had not received official con-

DRAFFENV11-LE, Ky. (AP) — A western Kentucky man said ht.
mailed a certified letter Monday appealing the decision to excommuniLait.
him from the Jehovah's Witnesses
Bill Bowen of Draftenville said in the letter he was unfairly excoinmu
nicated by church elders for claiming the church's policies protect
molesters. The letter sent Monday was addressed to the Draffenville con
gregation of the Jehovah's Witnesses and the judicial elders in the Murr:1:.
and Central City congregations, he said.
Bowen was notified on Thursday that he had been exconiniuniL.,,, J, he
said.
Members of the Jehovah's Witnesses are instructed not to talk t, people who have been excommunicated, or "disfellowshipped,- !rum the
church.
Bowen said Monday he wants to remain a church member Ni members
of the church who have been molested will feel comfortable corning to a
support group he helped formed called Silent Lambs.
If the excommunication EN upheld by a separate three-elder appeals
panel, Bowen would become the fourth person expelled this year from the
church after criticizing polkies on child molesters. The chili-A denies
such criticisms.
Bowen contends Jehovah's Witnesses keep incidents ot child molestation secret and refuse to let victims warn other members of predators in
their congregations.
Officials with Jehovah's Witnesses have said that they abhor child
molestation, report cases to authorities in states that require such reports
and allow members to report fellow members to police.
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Horse Liniment
Eases Arthritis
Pain
ingredient derived

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger 8 Times photo

THE FIRST CUT IS THE DEEPEST ... During cooler, cloudier weather earlier last week, some people in the community, including this gentleman, took some time to perform
some outside work working at a home on Olive Street.

Johnny W. Williams, 11.11.
Ophthalmologist
Eve Care Specialist
MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)251-4545
12701753-6272
Office Hours By Appointment
1,800-272-9477
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.

OCALA, FL -- An
from hot peppers that decreases inflammation in racehorses legs, is now recognized as safe and effective for human
use. The ingredient has been formulated into a product called ARTH-Rx'
and comes in a strength designed for
humans. Researchers are excited and
say the formula can relieve arthritis
pain for millions.
Developed by the Phillips Gulf Corporation, ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough in
the treatment of painful disorders ranging from minor aches and pains to more
serious conditions such as arthritis,
bursitis, rheumatism, tendonitis, backache and more.
Although the mechanism by which
ARTH-Rx works to relieve pain is not
totally clear, scientists suggest that pain
is relieved because ARTH-Rx intercepts
the messenger substance that sends
pain signals to the brain.
ARTH-Rx is available in a convenient
roll-on applicator without a prescription. According to a spokesperson for
the company, due to the overwhelming
demand for A RTH-Rx.supplies are sometimes limited. ARTH-Rx can also be ordered by calling 1-800-729-8446.
02000POC
www kdsaies corn
ARTH-Rx is available locally at:,

best rate you can achieve? Reach the summit on your rate of return.
Move your money into this innovative new Sumtml CD from
Heritage Bank.• Also, don't forget to ask about the bonus interest
rate for existing or newly established checking account customers.

HERITAGETOMORROW.
YESTERDAY. TODAY.

608 MAIN STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270-753-7921
MEMOIR

WALTERS PHARMACY
604 S 12111 Si • 753.7$5

Or at your local
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maw
Dealing with
death and
children
My mother told me that the day
before my childhood friend Kay
died, her father carried her outside
so she could hear the birds in the
yard sing early songs of spring. She
was an easy
armful for her
dad on that short
journey down
the narrow staircase from the
bedroom she
shared with her
sister, Susan,
and out to the
back porch.
Main Street Kay —just
By Constance 10 days short of
Alexander
her 19th birthLedger & Times day — lost her
Columnist
year-and-a-half
battle with
leukemia on
April 19, 1966. She'd been a
vibrant beauty all her life, with
black curly hair, a perfect pearly
smile and skin as soft as gardenia
petals. But her last days were filled
with pain. She was a wisp of a girl
at the end.
Today, despite all the technological advances available in health
care, young people who are terminally ill are likely to suffer the way
Kay did. Once of the problems is
society's expectatiohs that with
enough research, testing and treatment, we should be able to cure or
control the health problems of
everyone — especially children
who are desperately ill.
Often the aim of treatment for
the child is relentlessly curative, so
the fact of the patient's impending
death is overlooked in the midst pf
medical interventions that result in
unrelieved pain until death. Just the
other day, the Institute of Medicine
released a landmark report on palliative care for children. One main
conclusion of the study was that
many of the deaths of young people
are accompanied by heedless pain
and anxiety.
The report is part of an increasing awareness that the U.S. health
care system could do a better job of
dealing with death and helping
patients die with more dignity and
less suffering."At worst," the
report concludes,"families'
encounters with the health care system will leave them with painful
memories of their child's unnecessary suffering, bitter recollections
of careless and wounding words,
and lifelong regrets about their own
choices."
One study of emergency room
doctors found that two-thirds of
those doctors had prolonged resuscitation efforts for the purpose of
delaying the announcement to waiting families that a child has died.
"It's unlike the adult world,
where yOu're often dealing with
people at the end of their natural
life span," said Dr. Robert Truog,
intensive care chief of Children's
Hospital Boston.
"For pediatrics, that's just never
true. The death of a child is never
welcome, it's never expected, it's

never okay."
According to Dr. Marcia
Levetown, an expert on pediatric
palliative care and part of the study,
"There is no greater loss than that
of a child, but of the 55,000 children that die each year, only 10 percent receive palliative care."
Palliative care seeks to enhance
quality of life in the face of an ultimately terminal condition.
Palliative treatments focus on
relieving symptoms that cause distress and detract from a person's
enjoyment of life. It also seeks to
ensure that bereaved families are
able to remain functional and intact.
For adults facing end of life,
hospice care provides a range of
services provided by a multidisciplinary team of physicians, nurses
and other personnel such as chaplains, health aides, social workers
and bereavement counselors. For
children, while such services are
available, they are often not
accessed for a variety of reasons.
One problem is the insufficient
funding available to families with
children who are terminally ill.
While adults in the same situation
are often eligible for Medicare,
children — being well under 65 —
are not. Some may be covered
through Medicaid or their parents'
health insurance, but the benefits
may run out before the child dies,
leaving parents to figure out how to
stay afloat financially while their
family is being torn apart by illness
and the impending death.
Other conclusions of the
Institute of Medicine report were:
•Too often, children with fatal
or potentially fatal conditions and
their families fail to receive competent, compassionate and consistent
care that meets their physical, emotional and spiritual needs.
• Better care is possible now, but
current methods of organizing and
financing palliative, end-of-life and
bereavement care complicate the
provision and coordination of services to help children and families.
Sometimes families are forced to
choose between curative or life-prolonging care and palliative services,
in particular, hospice care.
•The lack of date and scientific
knowledge impede efforts in key
areas: delivering effective care,
educating professionals to provide
such care, and designing supporting
public policies.
•Integrating effecting palliative
care from the time a child's lifethreatening medical problem is
diagnosed will improve care for
children who survive as well as
children who die — and will help
the families of all these children.
Thefull text ofthe National
Academy Press publication, "When
Children Die," is available on the
internet at http://books.nap.edu.
Read 'Main Street'online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact
the columnist at
cacalexander@hotmail.corn.

Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at
270-753-1927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number' For questions, call Eric Walker at
753-1916, ext. 21.
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A neighborhood landmark
Washington Yesterday
By Lawrence L. Knutson/AP Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — There is a red-brick,
block-long building just seven blocks from the
U.S. Capitol whose story combines asparagus
and country ham,farmers and a flea market,
Karl Marx, Thomas Jefferson and a long-running
neighborhood feud.
The Eastern Market has been a centerpiece of
the Capitol Hill neighborhood since it was built
in 1873 as part of a thriving network of cityowned meat, fish and produce markets.
In the age of the supermarket, it is the last
survivor of a food-distribution system that dates
to President Jefferson's efforts to make the new
city work for those who lived there.
Two hundred years later, senators in khakis
and jeans join neighbors at the food stalls or
browse the weekend farmer's line and flea market outside. The speaker of the House has been
known to have breakfast in the cement-floored,
no-nonsense Market Lunch eatery, which posts
such rules as "No reading newspapers when we
are busy."
The Eastern Market is so much a neighborhood crossroads and landmark that people argue
over what is best for its future. One view is that
the city-owned market is suffering "demolition
by neglect" and needs major renovations.
Another maintains that only basic repairs are
needed, that renovation plans are too grandiose
and that upscale development will "ravage" the
market's historic character.
The two opinions are expressed in dueling
Web sites, and the debate continues.
The Eastern Market, the object of the devo-

tion and the dispute, was designed in 1873 by
Adolph Cluss. He was a German-born'architect
and one-time revolutionary who drew plans for
many of Washington's late 19th century buildings.
Cluss, who also designed elaborate homes for
wealthy capitalists, did not dwell on his youthful
embrace of social revolution.
As a young man, he formed a friendship with
Karl Marx, author of the Communist Manifesto
and became secretary of the Communist League
in the German city of Mainz.
Cluss continued his association with the
father of Marxism even after the failure of the
Revolution of 1848 brought him to America.
He translated Marx's articles into English for
the New York Tribune and corresponded frequently with Marx, Friedrich Engels and other
European communist leaders.
But as he married and pursued his interest in
architecture, Cluss drifted away from his radical
roots. His office produced schools, churches,
stores, a Masonic temple, a hospital, an opera
house and the Smithsonian Institution's Arts and
Industries Building.
At the Eastern Market, Cluss provided a large
hall whose unbroken open space is illuminated
with arched and bull's-eye windows overlooking
the food stalls on the concrete floor.
The market remains much as he designed it.
Fresh eggs and cheese, fish, hamburger and
pork chops, bread and rolls, carrots, peaches and
fresh-cut flowers are sold from stalls under a
high ceiling supported by exposed iron trusses.

Many of the vendors are familiar faces and have
been selling their produce at the Eastern Market
for decades.
Outside, the market presents a red-brick wall
with alternating windows and arched doors. The
architect put the brick through fancy footwork in
the decorative touches he added near the
roofline.
Between the building and the curb is the
weekend farmer's linefwhere fresh produce, arts,
crafts, plants and flowers are sold under a corrugated iron roof. On Saturdays and Sundays a
robust flea market begins under the iron shed,
fills the 1908 North Hall and spills over to a
school yard across the street.
When PBS television explored the American
flea market scene earlier this year, it spotlighted
the flea market at Eastern Market where amid
tons of bric a brac dealers sell art, photographs,
African masks, Chinese benches, old furniture
and 19th century stereograph photographs and
magic lantern slides. Some of them capture
images of Capitol Hill more than a century old.
Meanwhile, most people agree that the market is a living history lesson in the ways most
people used to shop for their tood.
"Eastern Market makes a refreshing change
from the standardized and depersonalized supermarkets of today," Christopher Weeks wrote in
his "Guide to the Architecture of Washington,
D.C."
It is also a reminder, he added,"that although
people may have lived in less-sanitary conditions a century ago than most of us would tolerate, they certainly ate better."
Lawrence L. Knutson has reported on
Congress, the White House and Washington's historyfor 34 years.

A changing political landcape
Washington Today
By Will Lester/AP Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Centrist
Democrats' interest in the economic
messages of potential presidential
candidates has grown because the
shifting political landscape has convinced many that their party's nominee could actually have a chance in
the 2004 presidential race.
Those at the annual meeting of
the Democratic Leadership Council,
or DLC, were due to hear from five
of the potential candidates over the
next two days. Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle of South
Dakota, Connecticut Sen. Joseph
Lieberman and Massachusetts Sen.
John Kerry were set to speak
Monday. House Democratic leader
Dick Gephardt of Missouri and
North Carolina Sen. John Edwards
were expected Tuesday.
Former Vice President Al Gore,
the 2000 Democratic nominee, and
Vermont Gov. Howard Dean were
not coming.
The corporate accounting scandal
and struggling economy have raised
Democratic hopes.
"This is not just a beauty con-

test," New Hampshire state Sen.
Lou D'Allesandro said. "There is a
strong feeling that we could win in
'04."
Lieberman, who was Gore's running mate, arrived in New York
early to meet with delegations from
such early caucus and primary states
as Iowa, New Hampshire and South
Carolina and meet with reporters.
He said Gore told him recently
that "he has not decided to run. It
was a 50-50 matter."
Gore's absence was noted disapprovingly by some Democrats. "It's
a
little
surprising,"
said
D'Allesandro, who said he considers Gore a good friend."He seems to
be speaking out more, though."
Some DLC officials have criticized Gore's 2000 campaign for taking a tone they considered too populist on the economy.
Lieberman said he and Gore ran
on a program that was faithful to
New Democrat values, but said
some of the campaign rhetoric about
"the people vs. the powerful" may
have sent the wrong message.

"It was not the pro-growth
approach," Lieberman said. "It ultimately made it more difficult for us
to gain the support of some of the
middle class, independent voters
who don't see America as 'us vs.
them,' but more in (President)
Kennedy's terms of a rising tide lifts
all boats."
Lieberman said that message was
inconsistent with Gore's previous
record and "ultimately hurt." He has
pledged not to run if Gore does.
Many DLC members said they
expect the current economy to
change the political landscape for
this year's congressional, gubernatorial and local races as well as the
2004 challenge to President Bush.
"I can't help but think the
Democrats fight more for small
business,
everyday
people,
Republicans are more for the corporate ... bigger business," said
Colorado state Rep. Cheri Jahn.
-."This is going to be huge against the
Republican administration."
White House spokesman Scott
Stanzel countered: "President Bush
has shown great leadership on the
economy. He has provided tax relief
for all Americans. His corporate
fraud task force is cracking down on

executives who break the law."
Stanzel said Bush "leadership led
to passage of the corporate responsibility bill, which he looks forward to
signing into law."
Lieberman said the president
"had to be dragged kicking and
screaming" to support the measure.
He and other Democrats at the
meeting said it's important for the
party's candidates to push for
accountability without coming
across as anti-business.
-They need to remember that we
are in the progressive tradition that
believes in private enterprise to create opportunity and growth and
believes in public activism to make
sure that opportunity is widespread," said Al From, founder and
chief executive of the DLC. But he
said the economy is certain to play a
role in upcoming elections.
"In the 2002 elections, the issue
is going to be what's happened over
the last 20 months," said From.
"People are worse off economically
than they were when Bill Clinton
left office."
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Deaths
Raymond Matheny

Rex Robinson

1 he funeral fur Raymond Matheny will be
!he funeral for Rex Robinson will be today
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Murray-Calloway (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral
Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn On will officiate. Kathy Home of Hazel. The Rev. Tim Cole and Dr. Billy G. Hurt
Ligon will be soloist.
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will present the music.
Pallbearers will be alan Carter, Kevin Melton, Trevor
Pallbearers will be Jimmy Felts, Shawn Harper,
Ronnie Walker, Mike Schaaf and Randy Adams. Burial Bennett, Mike Mason, Bryan Mason and Eddie Joe
White, active, and Wallace Lassiter and Steve Paschall,
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. honorary. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
today (Tuesday).
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Matheny, 100, Crawford Trail, Murray, died
Mr. Robinson, 76, Old Murray-Paris Road, Puryear,
Sunday, July 28, 2002, at 7:05 p.m. at West View
Tenn.,
died Saturday, July 27, 2002, at 11:35 p.m. at
Nursing Home, Murray.
Henry
County
Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
He was a charter member and deacon of Westside
An Army veteran, he was a member of Hazel Baptist
Baptist Church, Murray.
-Born March 18, 1902, in Trigg County, he was the Church.
One brother. Lawton Robinson, preceded him in
son of the late Bailey Matheny and Nanny Roberts
death. Born Sept. 12, 1925, he was the son of the late
Matheny. His daughter-in-law, Martha Matheny, one
John Herman Robinson and Beulah Atkins Robinson.
sister, Mary Higgins, and three brothers, Denny,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Robinson; two
Newman and Lacy Matheny, all preceded him in death. daughters,
Mrs. Linda Webb and husband, James, and
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Susie Smith Mrs. Debbie Rogers,
all of Puryear, Tenn.; four grandMatheny, to whom he was married May 10, 1924; one children, Crystal Bennett
and husband, Trevor, Heather
son, Howard Matheny, Murray; sister-in-law, Mrs. Winters, James Alan Caner and wife, Donna,
and Kevin
Mildred Matheny, Indiana; two grandchildren, Kelvin Melton and wife, Cressie; two stepgrandsons,
Ronnie
Matheny and wife, Lisa, Graves County, and Meta Webb and Ricky Webb; six great-grandchildren, Chase
Brewer and husband, Mark, Murray; two great-grand- and Allison Melton, Duncan Bennett, Kayla Watkins,
children, Sabrina and Darbie Brewer.
Zacharey Carter and Curtis Winters.

Mrs. Dorothy Nanny
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Nanny will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Congregational
singing will be led by Danny Claiborne.
Pallbearers will be Ken Grogan, Terry Grogan, Fred
Douglas, Travis Tandy, Glenn Leckie and Bobby
Martin. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9
p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Angels
Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Nanny, 74, Hickory Woods Retirement Center,
Murray. died Monday, July 29, 2002, at 4:35 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired social worker for the state of Kentucky, she
was a member of University Church of Christ and a former member and officer of the Murray Woman's Club.
Her husband, John Nanny, died Oct. 22, 1997. One
sister, Joette Wolfe, also' preceded her in death. Born
Nov. 28, 1927, in Lyon County, she was the daughter of
the late Joe B. Smith and Jettie Wilcox Smith.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Susan Dunman
and husband, Jeff, and one sister, Mrs. Verona Grogan
and husband, Bobby, all of Murray.

Mrs. Frankie (Tippy) Rhodes
The funeral for Mrs. Frankie (Tippy)Rhodes will be
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home of Murray.The Rev. T.W. Merrell and the
Rev. Paul McWherter will officiate. Larry Craig and
John Collins will be singers.
Pallbearers will be Eddie Rhodes, Greg Rhodes,
Roger Rhodes, Austin Eaves, Mark Robertson, Ashley
Dunn and Keith Black, active, and Jerry White, Roy
Williams, Gerald Coles, I-Farry-Cbles and Tim Coles;
honorary. Burial will follow in Paris Memorial Gardens,
Paris, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Rhodes, 82, Midway Road, Murray, died
Friday, July 26, 2002, at 10:59 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
She was member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Her husband, William A.(Pete) Rhodes, three sisters
and four brothers all preceded her in death. Born Feb.
15, 1920, she was the daughter of the late Taylor
Willoughby and Katie Fielder Willoughby.
Survivors include two sons, Charles Rhodes and
wife, Nancy, and Edgar Rhodes and wife, Mary Lou, all
of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Modena Owens, Paris,
Tenn.; two grandaughters, Felecia Robertson, Mayfield,
and Debbie Black, Manassas, Va.; three grandsons,
Greg and Roger Rhodes, Murray, and Eddie Rhodes,
Knoxville, Tenn.; five great-grandchildren.

Jerry L. Wofford
Jerry L. Wofford,47,Coldwater, died Friday, July 26,
2002, at his home. His death was from natural causes.
Born Feb. 16, 1955, he was the son of Mary Sheridan
and the late Kirby Wofford. Also preceding him in death
were one brother, Randy Wofford, his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Nute Wofford and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Boren,
and his stepgrandmother, Mrs. Elizabeth Haneline.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Mary
and Ernie Sheridan, Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Brenda
Bolois and husband, Danny, Horn Lake, Miss., Mrs. Rita
Harcourt and husband, Ed, and Mrs. Reva Miller and
friend', Monty Stom, all of Murray, and Mrs. Linda
Beach and husband, Lee, Lynn Grove; one stepsister,
Mrs. Gail Knight and husband, Keith, and one stepbrother, Terry Sheridan, both of Murray; special friend,
Theresa Jernigan, Mayfield; several nieces and nephews.
A memorial service will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at
Coldwater United Methodist Church. The Rev. Ed
Montgomery will officiate.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.

George Euen Compton
Memorial services for George Euen Compton will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate. Burial will
follow in Long Branch Cemetery in Land Between the
Lakes.
No visitation will be scheduled.
Mr. Compton,91, Linton Road,Cadiz, died Saturday,
July 27, 2002, at 4:15 p.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
A retired school teacher' and machinist, he was a
member of Cadiz United Methodist Church and of Cadiz
Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
One daughter, Ruth -Ann Nichols, preceded him in
death. Born Jan. 20, 1911, in Golden Pond, he was the
son of the late George Compton and Sarah Rushing
Compton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marie Byers Miller
Compton; one daughter, Mrs. Jerry McDonald, Victoria,
British Columbia, Canada; one stepdaughter, Joy Miller,
Murray; three stepsons, Bobby Miller, Cadiz, Thomas
Glass and wife, Ruth, Portage, Ind., and Joseph Wayne
Glass, Hammond, Ind.; three grandchildren; seven stepgrandchildren; one great-grandchild; seven stepgreatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Mozell York

The funeral for Mrs. Mozell York is today (Tuesday)
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. James Fulton and the Rev. James
Lawson are officiating. Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery, Hardin.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian Church Children's Home, c/o
James Fulton, 1520 Oak Grove Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Vida Mae Kimbro
Mrs. York, West 14th Street, Benton, died Saturday,
Mrs. Vida Mae Kimbro, 88, Erwin Road, Murray, July 27, 2002, at 7:50 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
died Monday, July 29, 2002, at 11:20 p.m. at Murray- Paducah.
Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a 70-year member of Unity
A homemaker, she was a member of Sinking Spring Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Hardin.
Baptist Church. She was born May 30, 1914, in Henry
Her husband, Charles York, one sister and two brothCounty, Tenn.
ers all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
Survivors include one son, Lonnie Kimbro and wife, late Ed Mathis and Effie Warren Mathis.
Wanda, Murray; one grandchild; one great-grandchild.
Survivors include one brother, Donald Mathis, and
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- one niece, Darlese Prince, both of Benton; three
nephews, Jimmy Mathis and Joe Wayne Mathis, both of
ments.
Benton. and Robert York. Carterville. Ill.

State Police believe
Muhlenberg man drowned
GREENVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State police believe a 48-year-old
man drowned Sunday night while
swimming with friends in a lake in
Muhlenberg County.
The body of Jerry L. Tucker,
Central City, was located late
Sunday night after he had been

or

reported missing about 9:21 p.m.
CDT, police said.
Tucker had been swimming with
friends in a small lake off Kentucky
181,just north of Greenville.
An autopsy has been scheduled,
but police believe Tucker's death
was a drowning.
•

REMEMBER
TO SHOP
MURRAY FIRST

Senate in quandary over
prescription drug compromise
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senators continued making lastminute changes to a compromise
Medicare prescription drug plan,
hoping to pick up enough votes to
pass a measure they can tout before
the November election.
Democrats were lined up behind
a _scaled-back plan, already
endorsed by AARP,to help primarily lowAncome seniors and those
facing catastrophic pharmacy bills..
Lawmakers decided in late-night
meetings Monday to lower the
threshold for government support
and make more seniors eligible.
It was unclear whether they
could pick up enough Republicans
to have the 60 votes needed to pass
the measure. To complicate matters,
GOP leaders were trying to revive a
plan — to be run by private insurers
— that was rejected last week.
"I think we're in a big mess,"
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, declared
Monday.
The new, scaled-back compromise. estimated to cost around $400
billion over 10 years, is likely to
emerge on the Senate floor
Tuesday. Democratic leaders have
made moves to cnd debate and have
a final vote on the issue sometime
Wednesday.
Democrats such as Sen. Edward

Kennedy of Massachusetts, who
had lobbied for a universal plan to
offer benefits to all older
Americans, have thrown their support behind the scaled-back measure.
"It's a significant down payment, which will help millions of
senior citizens who need help the
most and protect all senior citizens
against catastrophic drug costs,"
Kennedy said Monday. Kennedy is
chairman of the Senate's health
committee.
So far, however, Sen. Gordon
Smith, R-Ore., the author of the
plan with Sen. Bob Graham,D-Fla.,
is the only Republican on board.
Smith spent Monday lobbying fellow Republicans for support. It was
unclear if he would be successful.
"I don't think they have the
votes and they shouldn't have the
votes," said Sen. Charles Grassley,
R-Iowa.
Grassley, Hathch and others want
lawmakers to return to a 10-year,
$370 billion proposal that was
rejected by the Senate a week ago.
They argue that, although it is less
expensive than a $594 billion measure
originally
offered
by
Democrats, their plan would offer
at least some prescription drug benefits to all seniors.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
judge Monday set another pretrial
hearing for a Roman Catholic priest
who is accused of dozens of felony
counts for alleged sexual misconduct with children.
Defewe lawyer David Lambertus
said he needed more time to review
541 pages of evidence filed last
week by prosecutors, and Assistant
Commonwealth's Attorney Carol
Cobb said she needed more time to
review and file separate documents
that could help the state's case
against the Rev. Louis Miller.
Miller, who has pleaded innocent
to the charges, apbeared in the courtroom for Monday's proceedings. He
made no statements during the hearingor afterward.
After about 10 minutes, Jefferson
Circuit Judge Ann O'Malley Shake
set a new court date of Sept. 19.
Miller was charged last month
with 42 felony counts of sexual misconduct in Jefferson County. Earlier
this month, the 71-year-old priest
was indicted on 14 counts of sexual
misconduct in neighboring Oldham
County.
The indictments allege that
Miller sexually abused dozens of
children while working in the
Archdiocese of Louisville from the
1960s to the 1980s. Miller, who was

ordained in 1956, retired this year
amid allegations.
The documents filed last week
include a summary of the indictments and investigation reports from
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18.34 - 0.55
19.50 - 0.45
18.69 - 0.30
24.41 - 0.27
47.93 - 0.53
47.75 - 0.50
18.11 - 0.51
41.90 - 0.64
40.87 + 0.02
24.45 - 0.09
48.10- 1.65
29.53 - 0.44
20.61 - 0.14
29.19 + 0.10
48.80 - 0.73

unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B Hili,ard, W L Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE

and SiPC

Posturepedic Support
Only from Sealy'

MATTRESS
25

QUEEN SETS
only

$499

00

crcir-i
ttextluell'
ettov
we GO
<7.0%01

$125*
Twin Each Piece
Full Each Piece $185
Queen Set
$399
King Set
$549

4

Coverage

Prices
ot9a ams

Li, •• •
of ir
,
or 44
Great Prices On
Sealy Sleep Set, Too.

V •IIIVr

INDIVIDUAL
Health
Coverage For
Individuals
and Families

the Crimes Against Children Unit in
Louisville, which includes interviews with the victims and photos of
the places where the alleged abuse
occurred.

Investments Since 1854.

SET

Located behind Nissan of Murray

Contact

The group, which has called
itself tripartisan because of the support of a Democrat and the Senate's
lone independent, even offered to
buy more support by raising the
cost of the plan to $400 billion.
Democrats have opposed that
plan largely because it uses private
insurers to administer the benefit.
They want to see a benefit administered by Medicare.
The debate exhibited the frenzy
of both parties to craft a prescription drug bill before Friday's
adjournment for summer recess.
Both sides want to appeal to elderly
voters, who participate disproportionately in midterm elections.
The Graham-Smith plan would
call for older people with incomes
below 175 percent of the federal
poverty level to get full drug coverage with nominal co-payments of
around $1 to $3.
All others would receive government help of at least 5 percent of
the cost of each prescription drug.
with more government help available once a patient reached $3,300
in drug costs. At that point, the person would pay a $10 copayment on
each prescription drug and the government would pay the remainder.
There would be a $25 annual
enrollment fee for the plan.

Priest charged with sexual
misconduct appears in court

HAYES PLUSH

Anthem.4V
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Ribeye Steak Sandwich
Hamburger • Cheeseburger
Hot Dog Chicago Style
Frot:41 Cut Fries
Coca Cola Drinks
Snow Cones
We have all the condiments!

4.441eker —

4111Ne.,_

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

FINLEY
PILLOW TOP

$235*
Twin

Each Piece
Full Each Piece 3285
Queen Set
$599
King Set
$799

FREE
011/1 /'RI t,\ l) Si 1-1 P!

AFTON
CUSHION FIRM
S

$249*
Twin Each Piece
Full Each Piece $299
Queen Set...
$699
Kin! Set
$949

FREE

la WM u 01
al Itt 001\6
*- When sold in ,,ets

Ckeafive 9.titeitiotts
VISA

OF MAYFIELD,INC.
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

247-4488

adrai

DOWNTO
MARKET
Fresh Produce & More!
Every Saturday
7:30 a.m,-Noon
Maple Street
Downtown Court
Square

"The Something For Everyone Sto
305 South 12th St - Murray •153-1441

Sponsored by

New •Used•Consignment Furniture

Inventory Changes Daily
944 S. 12th St. • Bel-Air Shopping Ctr. • 767-9100
(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.)
%

/Nt. I VA 11 1111-1

Final Markdowns on
Spring & Summer Fashions
MURRAY

sEARs Mom sale
Ail Merchandise
Drastically Reduced!

on all home appliances over $399 MI/A,
use your Sears card

cit

free delivery

with mail-in rebate on all home appliances over 5399
,ee standard local delivery. Outsde local deltvery area customer pays an addittonal charge Rebate values, local areas and
additional charo,
ary See your Sears store or details Excludes KitchenAld budt-in retrtgeratore OFFER G001? THROUGH AUGUST 7

Owned & Operated by Opal Hart
912 S. 12th St. • Murray
Bel-Air Center
Store Hours: Sun 12-5 • Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 270-753-2310

nobody sells
more refrigerators
than Sears

Extra Savings on Christmas Merchandise

5th & Main St.• Court Square • 753-1622

Plate Lunches, Fried Catfish, Steaks
E.,- Homemade Beau Rolls e7' More
4...4114.4•4 e..44..•e4,641Awa.414

Court Square • Murray •753-1632
Hrs: Mon.-Fri..5 a.m.-2 p.m.•Sat. 5 a.m.-11 a.m.

We're Starting Early!
The Bookmark
Finley's Jewelry
Vintage Rose
Wild Raspberry

Corn-Austin
Shane Lee Outlet
Wallpaper for Less
Yours, Mine & Ours

Factory Discount Shoes & Nurses Uniforms

at

MURRAY SUPPLY'MURRAY RENTAL & SALES• WHO
Specializing In
11-CddVeS Latest
Fashions At
Unbelievable Uri( es
Mettis. &Dies

autoRtiv's

As FRESH AS YOU 'MANNA F3F

AS CLEAN AS IT GET'
1304 Chestnut St. • Dixieland Shopping Center
753-0363

grftkiLL'iTfiftr
With Light Kit • F.117.52WW51.10
Strpplir•bist

700 light

fixtures
stock!
oiescov•vreo
FOR CROAT

sm,-Avcs/

,reit fi tim

ski

1J

)

oi

ski )...ta4

Wad(& Decker Electric
Hedge Trimmer

SNAPPER REAR ENGINE RIDING MOWER

i*APPYLI

!iI(t)219

'Yew- 72VD Mleaell#49nigriil
.

714 N. 12th St.• JCPenney Shopping Ctr.• 753-7670
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.• Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-Midnight

$I49900w, wows catcher frog

.343/11M1

Black & Deckei Electric
String Trimmer

seR811-11 ceIvinflie Of Mire
,
IIe.firk
."/412
3
9
11.
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Marriage Jubilee
set for next April
Because of the success and
interest in the Marriage Jubilee
held April 11, 2002, in Lyon'
County, Circuit Judge Bill
Cunningham has announced the
organizational committee has
voted to not only repeat the event
in 2003, but to expand it.
The Marriage Jubilee for 2003
will be held at Lake Barkley
Resort Park on April 19, 2003,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
"The evaluations received from
those participants this year were
very positive, and the only complaint was that it did not last long
enough. By planning an all day
session, we hope to take care of
that problem and allow enough
time," said Judge Cunningham.
The organizational committee,
consisting of representatives from
the public education sector,
churches and social services in
Caldwell, Livingston, Lyon and
Trigg Counties, voted to expand
its numbers and bring in members
from Marshall and Calloway
Counties.
"This concept - that of pre-marital education - is one that is going
to catch fire in this country,"
Cunningham said.
-We want to broaden the number of people involved in its
organization so that the annual
event will eventually stand on its

own legs and not be solely
dependenk upon a small group of
people," added Cunningham_.
"By bringing in Calloway and
Marshall Counties, which are our
sister counties just across the river,
we will be Bringing a lot of muscle into the organizing phase," the
judge added.
Judge Cunningham and the
educational coordinator for the
Jubilee. Dr. Jane Wells of Lyon
County, attended a meeting of the
Blue Ribbon Task Force for
Kentucky Heartland Institute on
PUblic Policy in Elizabethtown
June 26.
The institute has been asked to
assemble a Blue Ribbon Task
Force to help in designing and
implementing a marriage strengthening
initiative
for
the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
"We were invited to this session, I believe, based primarily on
the strength of the success of our
Marriage Jubilee. It is, according
to more and more people. an idea
whose
time
has
come,"
Cunningham concluded.
Anyone interested in contributing or becoming a part of this
movement should notify the
Organizational
Committee
through Judge Cunningham's
office at the Lyon County Judicial
Center in Eddyville. Ky.

Photo provided

WOW EVENT...Lodge 827 of Woodmen of the World participated in a national fraternal project called Join Hands Day.
Members honored Kentucky state troopers and sheriffs with
an appreciation day held at the camp. Pictured are Kentucky
State Trooper Jason Young, center, with Colleen Anderson,
lodge member, left, and Linda Fain, lodge member, right.

New Concord School
reunion to be Aug. 24

Wedding
war

An all New Concord School reunion will be
Saturday, Aug. 24, beginning at 4:30 p.m. at
Murray State University Curris Center.
All former graduates, students, teachers or
spouses of students are invited to attend.
The school was a high school until the fall of
1960 when it was consolidated with other high
schools into Calloway County High School. It was
an elementary school until the new East, North and
Southwest Elementary centers were opened.
Jo's
The name of the basketball team for New
Datebook Concord
was the Redbirds which had many outBy Jo Burkeen
standing basketball players.
Community
Those who have not received a letter and would
Editor
like to attend should send $12 to Mrs. Peggy
Mitchell, P.O. Box 205, New Concord, KY 42076, or for information,
call 436-2487. The deadline for reservations is Monday, Aug. 5.

Library events Wednesday
"Fabulous Frogs" will be the them of the children's programs at the
Calloway County Public Library on Wednesday, July 31, according to
Sandy Linn, youth services librarian. Parents and Twos for children
between the ages of 24 to 36 months accompanied by a parent or adult
will be from 9:30 to 10 a.m. Story Hour for children between the ages of
3 to 7 years will be from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.

'Cry & Chat Room' available
Murray Elementary School will have its "Cry & Chat Room" available
on the opening day of school on Friday, Aug. 2, from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.
at First Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall. This is for PI parents and
parents new to the school system. Representatives from PTO, Site-based
Decision Making Council, Family Resource Center and the Volunteer
Program will be present to answer any questions.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Scott Lowe

Stonecipher, Lowe
exchange vows in March

MMS plans events

Shea Kristen Stonecipher and Russell Scott Lowe were married Saturday,
March 16, 2002, at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Larry Daniel and the Rev. Randy Lowe officiated. Music was
provided by Cherie Moore and Debbie Gordon, soloists, and Beth Stribling.
pianist.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stonecipher III. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stonecipher II of Centralia, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Gibson of Mayfield.
Parents of the groom are the Rev. and Mrs. Randy Lowe. His grandparents are Mrs. Gladys Wells of Murray and the late G.K. Wells, and Robert
Lowe Sr. of Murray and the late Mrs. Mildred Lowe.
The bride wore a designer two-piece dress handmade by Dana Mullins of
Murray.
The bride chose her sister, Miss Kacee Stonecipher, as maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Karly Lowe and Miss Cherie Moore. Daisy Lowe
and Lily Lowe, nieces of the groom, served as flower girls.
The bridesmaids' dresses were handmade in lavender, rose and blue by .
Patsy Tucker of Aurora. The mother of the groom designed and made the
dresses of the flower girls.
The groom chose his brother, Brad Lowe,as best man. Groomsmen were
Adam Duncan and Chance Rolley. Ushers were Sean Stonecipher and Tripp
Gibson.
Andrew and Nicholas Cistola served as program attendants.
Mrs. Renee Fister directed the wedding ceremony.
A reception in the Christian Life Center followed the ceremony.
Servers were Miss Ashley Lowe, Miss Amy Deaton, Miss Stacy Clark
and Mrs. Brenda Lawson. Guest register attendants were Miss Hillary Lowe
and Miss Amber Gibson.
Mrs. Ginny Richerson directed the reception.
The bride is a 2002 graduate with a bachelor's degree in business administration from Murray State University. The groom is currently attending
Murray State pursuing a degree in agribusiness.
After a honeymoon cruise to the Bahamas, the couple is currently residing in Murray.

Martens will exhibit work at Cadiz museum
CADIZ, Ky. - The Janice Mason
Art Museum of Cadiz announces the
opening of "The Colors of Life," an
exhibit of almost 40 oil paintings and

prints by Nashville-area artist Mary
Martens, on Thursday. Aug. 9, and
running through Sept. 9.
An opening reception will be

c
SPAGHETTI
with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

Saturday, Aug. 10, from 6:30 to 8:30
a.m. will give members the opportunity to meet Martens and discuss her
work.
Martens is known for her realistic, though unique views of architecture, landscapes, statues, portraiture,
and large close views of flowers. Her
use of vibrant, bold color and interesting perspective produces lumi-

nous work with a distinctive style.
For the duration of the exhibit,
the Museum • Shop will feature
Martens' prints and notecards.
The museum is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Saturday, and from 1 to 4 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information call
the museum at 1-270-522-9056 or
visit the website at www.jmam.org.

$1.99
DINNER SALAD $1.19
SOFT DRINK

Lunch & Dinner -11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

970(hestnut Street
Murray
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Men, Women & Child7-en's
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
Formals, Weddings & Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@ apex.net

Walk-ins Welcome

(270)753-1682
Southdde Shopping Ctr.
rocsfmm Sirloin Stockade)
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FOR SALE
s2oo

Over 5,000 Movies
starting as 1(

DON'T MISS IT'
(ill toll free I-877-753-4551. or visit our website at
www.kyweeruns.com

100's of DVD's
WIC

4111

MOVIE WORLD
714 N. 12th St. • I( Penney Shopping Ctr. • 751-7670

sill... lea

Mohler reunion Sunday
The Mohler family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 4, at the Senior
Citizens Building, Golf Course Road, Benton. The building will open at
11 a.m with a potluck meal to be served at 12:30 p.m.

Hawaiian Luau Saturday
An Hawaiian Luau,sponsored by Paducah Singles Connection, will be
Saturday, Aug. 3, starting at 7:30 p.m. at the Lone Oak Lions Club building, Lone Oak. Music will be by Kentucky Jam Band. Hawaiian dress is
optional, but persons are asked to bring a Hawaiian dish. The cost willte
$5 per person. All singles are invited.

Youth center plans car wash
Main Street Youth Center will have a car wash on Saturday, Aug. 3,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the new location of the center at 808 Chestnut
St., Murray. Funds from the event will go for promotion of the center.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at First
United Methodist Church, Murray, on Wednesday, July 31, from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. with blood pressure checks, pulse and
lipid profiles (the latter requires food fast, water only for 14 hours) to be
given. On Thursday, Aug. 1, the express will be at Olympic Plaza,
Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. with blood pressure
checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings (performed two hours
after a meal) to be given.

CCHS lists important dates
Calloway County High School will have dates for pickup up schedules
for 2002-03 school year as follows: today, July 30 for juniors, July 31 for
sophomores and Aug. 1 for freshmen with hours being 8 to 11 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m. Freshman Orientation at CCHS will be from 6:30 to 8 p.m. on
Monday, Atk. 5.

Picture schedule at CCHS
Pictures of freshmen, sophomores and juniors at Calloway County
High School will be taken on Friday, Aug. 9, the second day of the 200203 school year, according to school officials.

Pageant planned Saturday
Marshall County Fair will have its Miss Marshall County and Miss
Teen Marshall County Fair Pageant on saturday, Aug. 3, at 2 p.m. This is
an open county fair and will sponsor the winners to their respective state
pageants. The fair will pay the hotel bill and give a cash prize of $150 to
the winners. For more information call 1-270-328-8384 or 1-270-3958123 and leave messages on the answering machines.

Thrift Shop gives new dates
A

Plus.for the.first time, hundreds qf NEW shoes from
the boutique brand L'antour and Baby Angel! Priced
50% and more below retail'

•

Qita'sNeat Repeats

url

We're hack and bigger than ever before!
So big that we're moved our 13th sale to the fitrnter
HEILIG MEYERS BUILDING ON N. 12TH
STREET IN MURRAY!
JULY 31(12-7)• AUGUST 1 (10-7)
AUGUST 2(10-4)• AUGUST 3(10-3)
Hundred., of items including clothing. baby equipment
andfurniture. maternity clothing. dolls. toys. book
inc:/e.i. videos, pageant dresses, sports equipment.
and NEW Veggie Tale items'

Ben Chandler, attorney general for the state of Kentucky, will host a
pre-Fancy Farm reception on Thursday, Aug.. 1, at 5:30 p.m. at the
Lakeside Pavilion behind the Convention Center at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. The public is invited.

The 31st annual Thomas-Bridges family reunion will started with a
golf scramble on Friday Aug. 2. at Boots Randolph Golf Course, Cadiz.
"Welcome Home Wiener Roast will be Friday, Aug. 2, at 6 p.m. at West
Cadiz Park. Tour of Fairholme, now owned by John L. Street Library,
will be Saturday, Aug. 3, from 10 a.m. to I p.m. For information call I 270-522-8721.

Top Brands

WEEROWS CIALDREWS
CoviSiCANVENT SALE

Chandler reception Thursday

Thomas-Bridges reunion planned

753-2975
Nlea's Haircut "
$39"a up
Unlit- \ail% `25a. up l'ulicuriN siS see
Women's
%11k Kut $10"

"Back to School Night" at Murray Middle School will be Thursday,
Aug. 1, when students and parents will be able to pick up their schedules
and meet the teachers. All 4th and 5th graders. will meet in the auditorium at 6 p.m. and all 6th, 7th and 8th grades will meet in the auditorium
at 6:30 p.m.

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 West Main St., Murray, will be
open not only on Thursday, Aug. 1, from noon to 7 p.m. (the regular
Thursday shopping day), but also on Friday, Aug. 2,from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Saturday, Aug. 3, from 9 a.m. to noon, in conjunction with the
Murray Sidewalk sales. Donations of good, clean used clothing and
household items are accepted at Angels Attic on Tuesdays from noon to
7 p.m. All proceeds from sales benefit the Angels Community Clinic at
1005 Poplar St., Murray. For more information or to volunteer, phone the
Angels Attic at 761-0111.

Friendship plans gospel meeting
Friendship Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting starting
Thursday, Aug. 1, and continuing through Saturday, Aug. 3. Mike Tanaro
will be the speaker for the services to start at 7:30 p.m. each service. The
church is located on Highway 1346 off Highway 94 East. For information call 753-5850 or 436-5569.
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Media Day opens OVC grid season
Panthers selected to defend title

Coach: Racers have
something to prove
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Racers place
three on AllOVC team

All-OVC Presence Team
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Union could set
strike date soon

Rolen trade to
Cardinals ends
unhappy days
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Scott
Rolen probably won't hear boos
for a while — until he returns to
Philadelphia next month.
The disgruntled third baseman
was traded to the St. Louis Cardinals in a five-player deal Monday, ending a seven-year stay with
the Phillies that
miserended
ably.
Philadelphia
gets third basePlacido
man
Polanco, pitcher
Bud Smith and
reliever Mike Timlin for the threetime Gold Glove winner, minor
league pitcher Doug Nickle and
cash.
The 27-year-old Rolen is expected to join the Cardinals for Tuesday night's game at Florida. He
becomes part of a powerful lineup that already features Jim
Edmonds, Albert Pujols and J.D.
Drew.
"It may be the best place to
play in the game," Rolen said.
"And it's the place I always dreamed
of playing."
Rolen returns to Veterans Stadium for a three-game series starting Aug. 16. He figures to be
more unpopular than Drew, who
once had batteries thrown at him
because he spurned the Phillies
after they drafted him in 1998.
"It's bittersweet to lose Scott,"
Phillies general manager Ed Wade
said.

Rolen, a first-time All-Star team
this season, is batting .259 with
17 homers and 66 RBIs. He leaves
a last-place team for the leader
of the NL Central.
"He is an All-Star, a proven
run producer and an excellent defensive player," Cardinals general manager Walt Jocketty said.
Rolen rejected a contract extension last November that could have
been worth up to $140 million
over 10 years.
He signed an $8.6 million, oneyear deal in January, but wanted
to become a free agent after this
season. The Phillies risked losing
him for two picks in next June's
amateur draft.
"I regret the outcome," Wade
said. "We were very serious about
the offer we made."
Rolen did not sign an extension with the Cardinals, so he
remains eligible for free agency.
In the last five years, the Cardinals traded for potential free
agents Edmonds and Mark McGwire and persuaded them to stay
in St. Louis.
Rolen was the NL Rookie of
the Year in 1997 and averaged 26
homers and 95 RBIs in his first
five seasons.
In his last two seasons, he
clashed with manager Larry Bowa
and became a target for fans. The
low point came in June when an
unidentified teammate allegedly
called Rolen a clubhouse "cancer."

NEW CARD.. St. Louis acquired star third baseman Scott Rolen
from the Phillies on Monday in a five-player trade.
The booing increased this sea- direction. He wanted a clause in
son as Rolen's average dipped. After his contract that guaranteed
hitting his second homer of the Philadelphia among the top teams
game in an 8-4 win over Mon- in that department.
Rolen had words with Bowa after
treal on June 1, Rolen wouldn't
leave the dugout for a curtain call. the manager criticized his offen"Maybe we're even," he said. sive production. He was also stung
Rolen considered a long-term by comments from Dallas Green,
contract with the Phillies before senior adviser to Wade.
Rolen and Bowa argued on the
the 2001 season. But he wanted
the team to make a commitment field in February and did not speak
to winning. Rolen figured a high- to each other for a while before
er payroll would be a step in that the season.

Haynesworth, Titans agree to contract
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Albert
tackle
Defensive
Haynesworth. the Tennessee Titans'
No. 1 draft choice, agreed to a
five-year, $8.3 million contract
Monday, his agent said.
Robbie
spokesman
Titans
on
comment
not
would
Bohren
the contract except to say
Haynesworth had agreed to terms.
Miracle Mile Sports of Los
Angeles, Haynesworth's agent. said
$6 million of the contract is guaranteed. He got a $5.3 million sign-

Coach Jell Fisher had said before
ing bonus, the agency said.
Haynesworth, who played at Ten- the agreement was announced that
nessee, had missed five days of Haynesworth "is going to come
practice while the contract was and join us. No one is going to
baby him. He has got to get to
worked out.
Haynesworth entered the draft work."
"If he gets in here and we are
after his junior season and was
the 15th overall selection last spring. in shorts, he will be in shorts; if
Haynesworth. a 6-foot-5, 320- we are in pads, he will be in
pounder, is projected to play beside pads.Haynesworth. 21, was the first
defensive end Jevon Kearse. However, he will enter training camp Titans' draft pick since Steve
as a backup behind Henry Ford. McNair in 1995 not signed for
the first-round draft pick in 1993. the start of training camp.

Titans general manager Floyd
Reese said the team sent a letter
to Haynesworth's representatives
Monday morning and received a
reply late in the afternoon.
"Every time you talk you get
closer. That's part of the process.
We've all kind of sat back and
looked at it, so it 'was time to
either fish or cut bait," he said.
The Titans, who have agreed
to terms or signed all their rookies, open the season Sept. 8 against
Philadelphia.'

NEW YORK (AP) — Frustrated by the lack of bargaining
progress, baseball players could
set a strike date as early as next
week to pressure owners into making a deal.
The strike date is expected to
fall between mid-August and midSeptember. Before one can be set,
however, the union's executive
board must approve it.
So far, no board meeting has
been scheduled. But on Monday
union head Donald Fehr said a
decision on whether to hold one
"will be made shortly."
Three sources familiar with the
union's deliberations said the meeting could take place next week.
The sources spoke on condition they
not be identified.
Negotiations focused on revenue sharing when they resumed
Monday, a day after commissioner Bud Selig and Fehr met privately in Cooperstown during Hall
of Fame festivities. Talks were to
continue Tuesday.
Rob Manfred, the owners' top
labor lawyer, wouldn't predict what
effect a deadline would have on

the talks, which began in January.
"It depends on where we are
in the process, how far off the
date is," he said. "I've been careful on this strike-date issue.- he
said."That is fundamentally a union
decision. I'm not going to get
speculating on what they should
and should not decide."
By setting a strike deadline, the
union would control the timing of
a work stoppage.
"Don Fehr knows what's in our
best interests," Boston outfielder
Johnny Damon said. "He's at
that if the strike date is not set,
there could be a possibly longer
work stoppage because we'd be
locked out, and the players won't
come back if the owners set up
their own set of rules.
"So if there was a strike, there
would definitely be a much shorter work stoppage than if there
was a lockout," Damon said.
The old labor contract expired
Nov. 7, three days after the World
Series. A stoppage would he baseball's ninth since 1972.

Iverson cleared of all
but a misdemeanor
PHILADELPHIA(AP) — Allen
Iverson arrived at the courthouse
in a three-car convoy, led by an
unmarked car with a siren.
The NBA star left after a chaotic six-hour hearing Monday in
which he wa'
cleared of all hi
a misdemeanot
"People will
-4say if Allen Iverson wins this
case. he won it
of
because
Ak.
celebrity." said
Iverson
Guy Sciolla, a
defense lawyer in the case. "And
it's the irony in this case that the
only reason he got arrested was
because of celebrity."
More than 100 people packed
the courtroom, including lawyers
and court staff not connected to
the case. One court officer was
seen handing Iverson a slip of
paper to sign. while another law

Ott°

shook Iverenforcement of
son's hand.
The Philadelphia 76ers guard
wore a white T-shirt and showed
little expression during the hearing.
Iverson had been charged with
storming into his cousin's apartment with a gun and threatening
two men.
"I think that no one has the
right to go into someone's apartment, no matter who they are, and
try to use threats or force in order
to get information," Assistant District Attorney Charles Ehrlich said.
"And that's what this case is really all about."
Two counts of making terroristic threats were left standing after
the preliminary hearing to determine whether prosecutors had
enough evidence to try Iverson.
"It sounds like you had a relative looking for a relative at the
house of a relative," Municipal
Court Judge James DeLeon said.
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Haverstock and Suiter
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Insurance Agency
replay
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.
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GETTING A LEG UP...Lisa Hester (right) dribbles the ball toward the goal while Brittany Green gives pursuit during the Calloway County girls soccer team's practice
Monday at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.

II Coach

NEW YORK (AP) — Referees in the NBA will get to do
next season what fans have been
doing for decades — watch replay
after replay of last-second shots.
The officials, though, will finally be able to do something about
it.
The league on
Monday
approved instant replay for this
season, starting with exhibition
games this fall. The decision comes
just months after some disputed
calls in the closing moments of
playoff games.
Replay will be used primarily
to determine whether last-second
shots beat the buzzer.
"The officials themselves are
very much in favor of an instantreplay system," said Stu Jackson,
the NBA's vice president for basketball operations. "The overwhelming majority of officials are
in favor of the system."
The league's competition committee recommended the move to
the Board of Governors last week,
and it was approved Monday.

Lindy Sufter

Nobody can protect your Aim?
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Atlanta
67 38
638
New York
54 50
519 12 5
Montreal
52 53
495
15
Florida
51 54
16
486
Philadelphia
49 55
471 175
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
St Louis
58 44
569
Cincinnati
54 50
519
5
Houston
53 51
510
6
Pittsburgh
47 58
448 12.5
Chicago
44 59
427 145
Milwaukee
38 67
362 21 5
West Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Anzona
64 41
610
Los Angeles
59 46
562
5
San Francisco
58 47
552
6
Colorado
48 57
.457
16
San Diego
43 62
410
21
Today's Games
Colorado at Pittsburgh, 6.05 p.m
Arizona at Montreal, 6.05 p.m
St Louis at Florida, 605 p.m.
San Francisco at Philadelphia, 6 05 p.m
Houston at N Y. Mets, 6:10 p.m.
Los Angeles at Cincinnati, 610 p.m
Milwaukee at Atlanta, 6.35 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago Cubs, 705 p.m.

• ••

From Page 9
Shane Andrus and senior punter
tions he posted dunng a sensa- Brian Bivens.
tional freshman season in 2000.
The Racers should also be
Despite the dip in production, aided by Pannunzio's first venPannunzio insists his starting sig- ture as a head coach into the
nal caller has more than a lit- Division I-A transfer market,
tle incentive to better those sta- which netted highly-regarded wide
tistics this fall.
receiver Deandre Green and tight
"Stewart had a great spring, end Jimmy St. Louis from Auburn
and he's ready to go," said Pan- and cornerback Michael Hanley
nunzio of the 6-2, 201-pound from Indiana, among others.
junior, who was afforded a full
"We've brought in several new
season of spring practice this kids that I think will be a big
year after missing most of the help to us," Pannunzio said. "For
2001 spring session with nag- the first time since I've been
ging injuries. "You can't place here, we have competition at
enough emphasis on the fact that every position."
he was healthy all spring. Plus,
Murray will likely need all
he's going to have some com- the help it can get when it faces
petition with (junior-college trans- a power-packed OVC that
fer) Kiki Womack in the mix." includes no less than three proChildress should have plenty grams who have received nationof help with the return of 13 al rankings this preseason.
other starters, including preseaAt the head of that list is
son All-OVC first-team selec- Eastern Illinois, which claimed
tions in senior offensive lineman its first-ever conference crown last
Clint Parker, junior place-kicker fall with a 9-2 overall record

011C Preseason Poll
The following is a look at the predicted order of finish for the 2002 Ohio
Valley Conference football season, as
selected by league head coaches and
sports information directors
1 Eastern Illinois Mr
2 Eastern Kentucky (3)•
3 Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
5. Murray State
6 Southeast Missouri
7 Tennessee-Martin

71
61
45
45
36
24
12

• Denotes number of first-place votes

and an unblemished 6-0 league
worksheet.
The Panthers' high-octane
offense, which produced 36 points
per game in 2001, boasts six
first-team selections, including
All-American quarterback and
two-time OVC Offensive Player
of the Year Tony Romo.
EIU is also fortified by a
solid defensive unit that includes
two first-team preseason All-OVC

selections in defensive back Fred
Miller and linebacker Nick Ricks.
Head coach Bob Spoo's fullyloaded arsenal has turned the
Panthers from the hunter into
the hunted.
"I kind of anticipated that that's
how it would work this year,
and I'm certainly flattered by
(the No. 1 ranking)," noted Spoo,
who will attempt to get his program in the I-AA playoffs for
the second consecutive season.
However, Spoo is not anticipating as easy a road for his
ball club as the one it had a
year ago.
"This is the most competitive
this league has been since we've
been in it," he explained. "I
hope our guys are prepared and
understand that it's going to be
a difficult season and that we're
going to be put to the test ...
It will be a remarkalile achievement if anybody is able to go
undefeated in this league this

year."
Old nemesis Roy Kidd and
his Eastern Kentucky Colonels
also pose a big challenge for
the Racers.
Kidd, who passed the 300win milestone last fall, enters
his 39th season at the Colonels'
helm with perhaps one of his
best teams.
Eastern, coming off an 8-2
finish in 2001, placed two players on the All-OVC preseason
first-team, including last year's
freshman sensation — tailback
C.J. Hudson, who finished 2001
with 1,221 yards and 12 rushing touchdowns.
"Over the years, the coaches
have changed, but one thing that
hasn't is the quality of the league.
It's always been tough,- Kidd
said. "I think the biggest improvement you may see from any
team this year is from Murray.
For them to be picked fifth is
a mistake."

ONE MORE REASON
TO BOY THE "BEST."

I

0% FOR 6 MONTHS!*

What a difference a week makes.

PRICES
STARTING AT

$54
PER MONTH'

111111111miarmil

law

POR S
U YE R.-FR.VEVATNX-Y

.1%
1
2
L 1/

Rated a "Best Buy"
by Indert,rtent
s.r
eortst,,
publoc.i•

White Outdoor
LT 1650 Lawn Tractor
Available features include:
Head over to the Union Planters Buyer-Friendly Loan Sale July 29-Aug. 2.
You can get a low-interest loan on the things that make every day
of the week worthwhile. It's our biggest loan event of the year,
featuring the best rate we have to offer on any secured, fixed-rate

Union Planters Bank
Secured toted Rat,
Consumer loan Sal,

%.
6.75„

•Powerful 16.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Industrial
Plus Twin Cylinder Engine
•Excluswe Turbo Cooling hood design keeps the engine
cooler for longer engine life and maximum
performance
TurboCutrm deck with grease fittings
•Cast-iron front axle for extra strength, durability
and support.

consumer loan So if you need a new or used car, boat, or RV, call
or stop by your nearest Union Planters Bank during our special

Lambs Small Engine

one-week loan event. And don't forget to ask about the great

101 Industrial Road
Murray
(270) 753-2925

rates available with our home equity loans and home equity
lines of credit. This is a sale you don't want to miss.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
Pct.
L
GB
New York
66 38
635
Boston
61 43
.587
5
Baltimore
48 54
471
17
Toronto
44
59
427 21 5
Tampa Bay
34 70
.327
32
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Minnesota
64 42
604
—
Chicago
14
50 56
472
Cleveland
17
46 58
442
Kansas City
44 61
419 195
Detroit
40 64
385
23

Anaheim
Seattle
Oakland
Texas

West Division
W
L
63 41
64 42
60 46
44 61

Pct.
606
604
566
419

GB
—
4
19.5

Today's Games
Detroit at Seattle, 5:35 pm
Baltimore at Tampa Bay, 6:15 p.m.
N Y Yankees at Texas, 705 p.m.
Toronto at Kansas City. 7:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota, 705 p.m.
Boston at Anaheim, 9105 p.m.
Cleveland at Oakland, 905 p.m

Woods
carries
Nicklaus
at Bighorn
PALM DESERT, Calif. (AP)
— They should have called this
the Battle of Birdies.
Tiger Woods poured in birdie
putts on his first three holes before
he could even get warmed up in
107-degree heat.
By the time the Battle at
Bighorn ended under the lights
Monday, Woods made nine birdies
on 16 holes and carried. Jack
Nicklaus to a 3 and 2 victory
over Sergio Garcia and Lee Trevino in a best-ball match between
two generation of stars.
One of them shone the brightest.
"I had a great partner," Nicklaus said.
The Golden Bear was hardly
a hack, even though he had to
bend over and grab his calves to
keep his ailing back from tightening. Nicklaus mustered enough
strength to hit a signature shot
— a 7-iron that knocked down
the flag for a tap-in birdie at No.
9.
"Jack loves to knock it stiff
when he's got all the people
watching,- Trevino said.
A national TV audience watching in prime time saw Woods at
his best, a far cry from the 81
he had in the third round of the
British Open that ended hopes of
a Grand Slam.
The two 62-year-old partners
watched a different game.
Trevino stopped talking just
long enough to send his driver
down the middle of the fourth
fairway, a good 10 yards ahead
of Nicklaus.
One problem.
Garcia was 40 yards past him.
Woods was another 23 yards
beyond Garcia.
"How come your balls get all
the roll?" Trevino cracked.
The only consolation for Trevino came late in the match when
he went with his driver off the
tee, while Woods selected a 2iron.
"I told Tiger he could not hit
that 2-iron past my driver," Trevino said. "And I got him, too —
by 6 yards."

401 HO
ROLLOVERS
Yes,
We Call I ielp f
.1UCA.
474 All4

Aug 2 will be Customer Appreciation Day at all local participating
Union Planters locations. Stop in for food and fun!

U T Di
O
t
filk

You get more.
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & Dates Fair Housing Art Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

teal mate adsenised herein is subro tu the Federal lusing Act. which makes it illegal to advertise an, preference
natation of dbat11111(011011 based on race. 4.U101 (ClIgIU41 set.
nandisap. Lunalt.11 stains or national origin. Of Intention to make
any such preferences limitations or discrimination

-3.,-/ise's are reguested to attic,' Me last
,
1 1sertion or inert ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Tarieb ii tie responsible tor only one
incorrect inselain Any error should be reported irt edraier1 so corrections can be made

State laws forbid thscnminatton in the sale, rental or Ad,en.ing oi
teal C,Llte based of factors in ...Wawa to Mast- protected under fed
eral law.

AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11

Tuesday.

Fri. 11 a.m.

a.m.

Wednesday

Mon. 3 p.m.

Thursday

Tues. 3 p.m.

Friday

Wed 3 p m.

Saturday

Wed 3 p m.

Ne will nut knowingly aci.ept an adscnising to, real eNtaic wto
is in violation of the law All persons use hereby
dwellings advertised use asailabte on an c.o.,'
opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Athena...
nxtutrements contact NAA Counsel Rene P
701 MS ROI

'

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

110
120
130

Electronics
Computers

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

Appliance Pans
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,60"i Discount 2nd Run.
40'4 Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Ruh Wahl,' 6 Day Period
$2.60 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
LINE A.I3S
Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word
per day.

$8.00 First

12.60 extra for Shopper ,Tues Claasifieds go into Shoppkag Guide,'2
50 eitrA for bl,o4i

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Call Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Aire:
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

020
Notice

060
Notice

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

THE BOOK RACK

WILL clean houses
need college money
753-6424

Pella Corporation

Trade & Sale
Order a New Book and get a
• 20% Discount
Celebrating 25 years in business

is taking applications for
professional positions for its
Murray Operations!
Apply NOW to be part of
the start-up team!

Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

753-4821
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

FOUND
7/29/02 light gold female
Pomeranian in 900
Block Sycamore, very
gentle. If your dog call
753-2822 or 753-0772

If you are interested in any of the positions listed below, log
on to www.Pella.com/careers to get more information and
submit your on-line resume. Current openings include:

• Senior Quality Engineer
• Mfg. Project Engineer
• HR Manager
• HR Representative
• Finance Manager
• Department Manager

FORTUNE®

090
Domestic & Childcare

r •"
—

• .1•1

• We are not
yet accepting
applications for
. production work
I Your interest is
appreciated, and we •i
will provide full details
I when we are ready to I
• begin staffing.
L
•—•—•
.J

I

2002

100
Business
Opportunity
WANTED partner for res
taurant in high traffic tou
rist area located on 6880
near LBL, small investment required Call Dave
at 270 871-7122

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray
WANT to buy/rent 4 or 5
Bedroom house Day 7537009 Night 753-5357 or
472-3988
150
Articles
For Sale

190
Farm Equipment
TOBACCO Sticks
Farm Wagon
753-1356
Mobile Homes For Sale
16X80 3br. 2 bath
767-0696
1992 Fleetwood, 3br. 1
bath Call after 5:00 pm
767-0813
1994 14x65 2br. 1 bath,
central gas H/A. decks,
power pole Must move
S9800. 759-8388

VISA

Apartments Fu: Hent

•EXT HA nice Itir
versity He, r
plainces L.
deposit 532.
Large vet,
duplex Fa
plainces
deposit $74( ,
753-491;
759-8(=i21. N -

EXTRA r-iott,,
bath, w' yaray,
ces furnished 1, •
1 month
•
Zaa-290
LARGE 2ht 1'
Mobile Homes For Rent
in private 1, 2 Bedroom on private lot. gas heat & ,
7 miles east of murray, no pet
it 7_59 lob:
Lindsey Beane residence
NEAR Li
436-2582.
clownstH,-.
2 Bedroom, No pets 753C.N.A „•,•
9866
utilitie, 1,
2 BR., $235/M0
oriented
2 BR 5255/M0
month 1,2
753-6012
NEW 2ur
285
ces
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
iternar.
r,

LOT for rent
492-8488

320
Apartments For Rent

1_

NEW 3bR
ances 753
753-7R1•1

I.

320
Aoartments fry

18,000 BTU window air
conditioner,
excellent
shape $275.00.492-6188

IIILLUALE APARTNIENTS

100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR

1979 Ford Van. 3/4 Ton,
Excellent
condition,
is no‘v taking ..tppltc.ttirrii
Classifieds
$1,500. Washer and Dryer
Pella Corporation is an equal opportunity employer.
270-753-1916
5200.00. Also parts for
All qualified applicants are
encouraged to apply regardless of sex, age, race,
1973 Chevy pick-up. 753creed, color, national origin,
Full) carpeted. lots
4109
050
religion, or disability.
24 hour maintenance.
2001
Dixie
Chopper
,
comLost and Found
mercial
lawn
apply at the rental office in
mower
56.900 Scag walk behind
FOUND: Kitten in vicinity
51,500. 437-4407
2701 437-4113
of 2186, 121 North. White
7
day
Disney
vacation
paid
with organ markings. No
TIM #I-800-545-1833
$800 00.
must
sell
collar. 753-4978.
N\NN\\\\‘‘‘‘‘\\\‘‘‘\\‘
Kandocap
$300 00. open
dated.
ext. 287
lk‘c•••••12.
cruise included, (502) 329060
060
Compassion, Excellence, Human Dignity, Justice,
0231
Help Wanted
Lost and Found
SMALL. 1 room apartSacredness of Life and Service.
ANTIQUES. Stoneware
ment No cooking facilities
and Electronics. 759-2075.
If these values are important to you, considerjoining the Lourde
FOUND 7/25/2002 young
Refrigerator furnished.
s
100 WORKERS NEEDED
CRAFTSMAN Mower 175 water paid No pets Near
black dog, white on chest
team, the team that's all about healing.
Assemble crafts, wood
HP Kohler eng 42" Hydro Campus 753-598
no collar. 753-7997
0
items Materials provided
an
Static,
2 year old S1,000
Lourde
s
has
curren
t
employ
ment
To
1
opportu
Bedroo
$480+
inforwk
nities
Free
m
apt
for the following:
REWARD
located Rid.ess
Call 753-7865
mation pkg. 24 hr
near MSU. appliances furMissing Shonhaired
GET America's Top 50
Physical Therapist Full-time days. Inpatient hospital service
801-428-4701
nished, central heat and[ Houses For Rent
orange & white cat w'
1
s including: rehab. /
channels, plus 8 channels
\ acute care and TCU. Must have a current KY license
air Call 489-2181
white flea collar, nurtered.
or eligibility.
of HBO for 536 98 per
needed
has a sore nose and goes ASSISTANTS
month Get it free, get it 1 Bedroom furnished in 2 and 3 Bedroom ri,.,t1 Flexible hours, pay for perPharmacist - Full-time, flexible hours/shifts. Must have current
by the name of Toonsie
now
Call for more infor- town, window A/C. availa- for rent Lt'a'A:
KY license.
formance
270-345-2216
mation
and schedule your ble August 1rst. $180.00 required 753-4 10
Lourdes offers a competitive salary and an array of attractive benefit
Call 800-320-4991
s
includinstallation 759-0901
month plus deposit, no
REWARD 5200 00 Lost:
www steadysalary.corn
2 Story house tol
ing 401K, on-site childcare, tuition reimbursement, and many
pets. 759-1519.
others!
GRAVEL and Topsoil
Miniature Rat terrier Black
bedroom. 2 hay $600
Interested applicants can apply in the Human Resources
delivered West Murray. 1 OR 2br apts. near down- 2 bedroom apartme,
Department daily
puppy. 12 months old.
- T.
COOKS Needed Sonic
from
7:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m. or submit a resume with three referen
Coldwater, Lynn Grove town Murray starting at rent 1 BR. I BA -And at,i)il
Martin Heights Subdivices to:
Drive-in is taking applicaarea Also, will load your $2001mo. 753-4109.
sion. 759-1503 or 559ances 5350 00
tions for cooks Must be
own
truck Call for pricing
I, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
6546.
1 Bedroom apart
Lourd
es
to
Human Resources Department
able to work day or night
at 435-4237
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
nished
or
weekend
and
No
phone
s
1530 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003
060
STRAW for sale $2 Bale
902 Northwood Dr
$300 00 5250 00
calls Apply in person at
Help Wanted
489-2436 if no answer
Monday
2 Bedroom house call
Fax:(270)444-2976
217 South 12th Street
leave message.
Wednesday. Friday
appt $300 00 NO PETS
krainbol@lourdes-pad.orv
Phone 759-4984
T-1400 Kubota Leaf bagCall
for
particulars
EICIDOEICIOCIOCIODEICIOCI
Equal Housing
(270)210-3955 or 759ger $15000
Playpen
Opportunity
$15.00
13 Murray Tourism Commissioner is El
0808.
Baby
swing
EON
TDD #1-800-648-6056
$10.00. Stanley electric
accepting applications for the position ID
3 Bedroom houseappliangarage door $50 00. 489- 1, 2, and 3 bedroom
O of Executive Director of the Murray
furntcho,-1
ces
2699.
Tourism Commission. Successful candifurnished
apartments
date must possess a minimum of bache1604 &1606 Miller 753[
lor's degree in related field with experiCM Appliances
0932
753-5898
519ence in marketing, public relations,
2699
38R, $400 per month
O event planning and management. Needs
A C - Hampton Bay 18.000
1-2, 3br apts furnished $40C deposit Rent
appliEl experience in administration, strategic
BTU window $125.00. near MSU 753-1252 or cation,
EXPERIENCED grill cook, MURRAY CPA firm has
30 day on going
an OWNER/OPERATOR
O planning, financial/accounting, managMaytag Washer $12500 753-0606
I lit I cant!
breakfast and dinner Ap- immediate opening for
contract No pets 5 miles
• ing budgets, writing, public speaking,
a Rocker M Trucking is lookWhirlpool Electric Dryer
ply at Rudy's 104 South receptionist/bookkeeper
1BR apt available, all ap- ea 489-2506
ing for an 0/0 with a late
computer and marketing skills. Must be
$30.00 Frigidaire Electric
5th Street Murray, KY Must possess excellen
pliances furnished Mur360
able to compose speeches, reports and
t model tractor and 48ft flatStove-green $30.00 Call
42071
communi
Cal Realty. 753-4444
cation skills and bed trailer to run out of
Storage Rentals
Ili letters; work with the media, state and
436-2326
have the ability and desire Hickman KY Equipment
O local government, volunteers, visitors
1BR Apt $225
ALMOST new stove and
EXPERIENCED Medical to work with computers must meet all DOT reand organizations. Needs knowledge of
Small pets okay
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
I awn & Landscap(. refrigerator white used 6
and learn our accounting quirements No New York
Transcriptionist needed
O Microsoft
Office:
Coleman RE
Word,
$20-540 On Center Orme
Excel,
PO Box 1040 U Murray, programs Send resumes or New England We hire
months 759-4563
Service
Publisher, Outlook Express and Internet
759-4118
Behind Tom's Grille
to PO Box 348. Murray, professionals only If you
KY 42071
Explorer. Salary commensurate with
Maintenance Division
NEW
759-4081
Refrigerator 2 Studio Loft Apartment
KY
42071
experience and education. Please submit
are 26 years of age or old5350.00
Washer/Dryer Located in Benton near
is full & PT openings
MI applications by August 9, 2002, to:
er with a good driving
HARDEE'S
5400.00 753-3869 after Stews Dairy Bar 354-5182 MURRAY Store and Lock
For energetic,
O Resumes, Murray Tourism Commission,
presently has units availaAccepting applications for NURSE Practitioner want- record Please Call Ron at
2:00 p.m
team oriented people
38R NEAR MSU
Po Box 321, Murray, KY 42071
ble 753-2905 or 753full-time & part-time cooks, ed for busy, established 800-336-4023
Coleman
RE 759-4118
Large Selection
7536
cashiers, biscuit-maker, Dr 's practice Reply to
753-5726
0000000000000000
PART time housekeeper
and maintenance Also ac- PO. Box 1040 A Murray.
4br,
Diuguid
Drive. Coleneeded for resort, weekKY 42071
cepting applications for
090
man RE 759-4118
ends
required.
some
shift manager Please ap- OTR driver
Domestic & Childcare
needed for
weekday hours available
ply CO 641 & Chestnut St local
Ward-Elkins
APARTMENTS for rent
company Rate of Must have reliable car
Al! Size
On the Square
Murray EOE
437-4113
pay based on experience 1270) 436-2345
Available
CHILD CARE Available in
765-1711
Lanes of operation open
Immediate Full-time position with local
DUPLEX 3 BR, 560(1
THE Bull Pen Steaks and my home. Mon-Fn. Almo
IMMEDIATE
position Must meet all
DOT
company. Must have Accounting
Spirits is now hiring expe- area Drop ins 0 K North •WINDOW A/C 22,000 lease Ch-I/A, basic
open for light tech suprequirements and provide rienced
ances. dishwasher 1601,
experience in A/P. A/R, MS Excel &
managers. serv- School District
BTU, new tan motor and
port and training by
steady work history. Call ers,
Oak
hill Drive
busers. dishwashers 753-0730
Word, Monthly and Quarterly reports
phone on PowerClaim.
selector switch $200 00
Kenny at (270) 489-2001
Call 753-6194 or 559Apply in person 2-4 pm,
•F ndgedaire Refrigerator.
our property insurance
Must be reliable, detail oriented and
2097
adjusting software Send TAKING applications for mon-sat i10•S 5th St
full size, top and bottom
well organized. Benefits package
NANAS Place Daycare
RED OAKS APTS.
resumes to Hawkins Re- waitress hours between
whce
maker,
almond
offered. Send resume to.
taking
registration for $250,00
Special
search Inc. 1304 Chest- 7m-2pm Must be able to DRIVER- Owner operator
Call us we will be
$1 000 sign-on bonus No openings 6 00 a m -330
$100 Deposit
nut Street Suite E Mur- work weekends Apply in
•G E Washing machine,
Box 1040-L
loading No unloading No pm 3 30p m 1 00a m 6glad to help.
1BR From $280
ray. KY 42071 or Vo- person at Hungry Bear NYC
super capacity excellent
Murray, Ky. 42071
No NE No Canada
6 Sat Drop Ins welcome conditio
2BR
From
$325
nyaUpowerclaim.com. Restaurant before 3pm No hassle Call
n. white $175 00
Murray Ledger & Times
us 800- Ph 759-2524 804 ColdwaCall Today!
(270) 753-7001.
489-6126 Ask for John
848-0405
No Phone Calls
ter Rd
753-061111.
270-7
I went from a size 16 to 10
in 4 weeks You can too
Call Tonya 753-9896 or
wvvw takeitoffez corn

wager a.Times

1 & 2 bedroom apartment.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
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USED
APPLIANCES

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

°OFFICE MANAGER

753-3853

Need to sell
our house?

53-1916
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

36i
For sate Or Lease

COMMERCIAL Property
Restaurant Ice Cream
Shop Storage Unit Offices Retail Shop and
Apartment located within
walking distance to Lake
Barkley on main highway
Call Mack at (270) 9241010
ommercial Prop
For Sale

FOR Sale By Owner Resort for sale 9 cabins. 4
R V spots 30 wet slips
some covered. 24x40
shop and approx 3 acres
Call for more detail. (270)
436-5811

4 0

Homes For Sale

10 Acres with 2000 28x80
Fleetwood. C/H/A. well,
septic, block foundation,
many extras Kirksey 4892945

REDUCED 3BR, 28A
brick, C/H/A 1709 Calle
way. 753-6397
470
Motorcycles & ATV s

2002 Fieetwooct 28x64 1993 Warrior $1.900
Doublewide 4BR
2BA (270) 519-8323
Brick foundation with front
porch and deck on 1 acre •1996 Yamaha Timber
lot Will take payoff or as- wolf New rear tires, new
sume loan 753-3422 or rear in $1,300 *1999 Honda 300 EX $2,200 Both in
662-834-9698
good shape Call 7533 Bedroom 3 1/2 Bath 4984
House. shop, Tobacco
barn, Log cabin on 14
acres. 3 miles from murray
121 South 759-0399.
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708

CKC Shih Tzus (615) 7465355

Real Estate

4 0

Homes For Sale

Pets & Supplies

IGUANA and cage
753-0696

TUESDAY JULY 30 2002

Sport Utility Vehicles
93 Full size Blazer
Excellent Condition
Must see 489-2209

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Otter to You is Great Rates with Maximum FlekibiV

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What Its Worth'

(;ern Pin-ken • Darren A Jane% • Jacquehn Waist,
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

1 to 3 acres on 121 North
adjacent to Dutch Essenhaus restaurant All utilities
available (270) 759-4081
FOR Sale. 4 lots in Croppie Hollow Shores in Calloway County $6.000 00
Call Toll Free 888-9286555. Ask for George
IDEAL for development of
small lots & homes or rental property 2 .137 acres at
2004 1/2 College Farm
Rd across from MSU
Farm property 230 ft. as
City limits, thus not zoned
(270) 759-4081
450
Farms For Sale
60 Acres in two tracts. one
55 Acre tract with Tobacco
Barn. Stockbarn and Two
Stocked Ponds_ One 5
Acre Tract with 14x50 2
Bedroom Mobile home
and one Tobacco Barn
Call (270) 435-4588
between 9:00AM and
2 OOPM
455
Acreage

David's Cleaning
Services

130
Services Offered

1

Services Offered
13311

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dn% ew a!, s
Phone(270) 759-4734

Lanib Brother
Moving Co.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
a-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

A Bigger Selection-A Better Puce,
Be Sure To Shop-Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
-411

Luke Lamb

Your Ad could
etz Be Here
For Only
s250°° Per Month!

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest
•Multiple no money down program,
•No income/no asset verification
.111111
programs priced at conventional rare.,
MAKE riiiNCS EASIER ON IOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

530
Services Offered

%four Home improvement fleaidquarfers

David Borders

COMMERCIAL lot for sale
720 S 4th 132 5 wide by
500 deep Call 753-7400
Day 753-3619 Night

Lots For Sale

530
Services Offered

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

r

Mark Lamb
Lamb Brothers Inc.
(W01759-3824.U1001548-5262
Free Estimates
Tree de Stump Remova,
24 Hr Service
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
Owner: Mark Lamb

Global Mortgage Link
3 bedroom brick on large
shady lot Oaks Country
Club road Central gas
heat & air Good location
Also 3 lots Misty Meadows
Subdivision 435-4226 or
759-9545
3BR, 3 bath, brick home,
hardwood floors, finished
basement, garage, storage
building. 1103 Sycamore,
585.000 Call 498-8943 inside Murray area or 731498-8943 outside Murray
area
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath on 3
acres
vv/barn,
above
ground pool, 2 car garage,
between Benton and Hardin Available Sept list
(270) 328-8062.
BY Owner Brick home located at 305 Woodlawn
2br. 1 bath, living room,
kitchen, utility. carport, patio, central heat & air with
gas heat, newly redecorated S57.500 For appointment call 731-587-6860 or
731-588-3538

OLDER house located in
Hardin beside Church of
Chris!. 3 Bedrooms, 1
Bath, Central Heat and Air.
Replacement tilt in windows S48,000. 753-4945
29 Acres plus 2 Bedroom or 437:4985.
2 Bath house flat to rolling PARK like setting on 4 1/2
land City water 2 1 2 acres surrounds this cusmiles from MSU Ideal for tom 4 Bedroom. 2 Bath
estate or development brick home located 1/2
mile south of New Provi(502) 327-8701
dence on 893 Large kitchFOR Sale 3 9 acres with en with tile floor 27x24
or without mobile home den. Metal shop and stable 1800's log cabin
436-5032
179.000. 492-8385

Used Cars

530
Services Offered

1986 Eddie Bauer Ford •98 Mazda B 2500, gray
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
auto, A/C, AM/FM cas
Decks, Home Additions,
Bronco It, V-6. on the fly
4WD, needs some motor sette, 101 K miles, light Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
work. Trans and 4WD unit driver dr dmg. $4.500.
Garages. Pole Barns, Metin excellent condition •99 Plymouth Breeze, sil- al Buildings, Fencing.
ver. auto, PW, PL, A/C. Quality Workmanship.
$50000 Firm 489-6155
cruise, tilt. Am/FM cas- Licensed
1996 Jeep 4x4 Cherokee sette excellent condition,
753-7860. 753-1194
Country. one owner. 6 cyl- 71 K miles $7,500. Call
AFFORDABLE
Mower reinder, AM/FM Cassette, (270)753-3250, if no anpair, tillers, go carts, etc.
asking $9,000. Call after swer leave message.
Free pickup, delivery. 4366.00 p.m 753-1591
2867
500
2001 White Ford Escape
Used Trucks
ALL Carpentry Service
4x4, tan, leather, loaded,
From Foundation to
sunroof.cd/cassette,
Finish_
1997
GMC
4x4
Sierra
Ext.
30,000 miles, $22.500
18Yrs experience.
Cab new transmission
(731 232-6021
New Construction*
excellent condition, asking
Remodeling* Repairs*
$12,000 759-1519
Used Cars
Concrete Work.
1999 Yukon S22,500 753AGC Certified
1987 NISSAN STANZA 3869 after 2-00 p.m
435-4272.
520
Automatic/loaded. 200,000
ALL Carpentry,
Boats & Motors
but still runs great S950 00
Electrical.
436-5141
New Const Home & Mo
32 ft Riviera Cruiser
bile Home repair, Termite
1992 Dodge Daytona ES Pontoon with
trailer. 150 & Water Damage,
ReS250.00 489-2979
HP motor. Call 759-4903.
placement Windows. Vinyl
1997 Toyota Corolla 4c1t. '92 Celebrity run about, SS Siding, Painting, Decks.
4 cyl . automatic, with air 4.3 m/c mint condition. Al- Call Larry Nimmo.
(270)767-9205
ways kept in garage 102 753-9372, 753-0353.
$10,500.00. 7531998 Chevy Monte Carlo. hrs
AMBER'S
power, CD player. 68,xxx 6306.
Cleaning Service
530
miles (270) 527-0737.
Office and Residential
Services Offered
Cleaning.(270)856-3142.
2000 Daewoo Lanos 5.
speed. air and CD. 33.xxx
A affordable hauling, junk BACKHOEL& TRUCKING
miles, new tires Good
ROY HILL.
clean up. tree work, gutter
sharp. Only S4.900. 270Septic system, gravel,
cleaning 436-5141
442-5576.
white rock.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL436-2113.
2002 Mustang, red, load- ING junk clean up. cleaned 270-345-2280 or 519- ing out sheds. gutters, tree CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
6518
work 436-2867.
(270)436-2113
Asphalt Sealcoating
85 Park Avenue Buick. lots
HAULING
of extras
Travis Asphalt Sealing
759-4412.
_
Cleaning out garages,
*Driveways
'95 Mazda 626, white,
sheds, carport atics,
*Parking lots
93.xxx, air, spoiler, good
and storage
FREE ESTIMATES
condition. Call after 6 p.m.
753-2555
753-2279
759-9069
Luke Lamb

Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
July 31. 2002:
Your unusual ability to talk and communicate marks your year. Others seek you
out with intensity, even more so than in
the past. Consider your options revolving
around education, travel and other higher-thought activities. 'You also might
meet someone quite different and exotic.
Stay on top of your career and image. A
pay raise or promotion could star in your
year. If you are single, you'll meet that
special person this year. How you handle
that relationship depends on the stage of
your life. If you are attached, ask your
loved one to participate more often in
your community and public happenings.
He or she will appreciate your attention
and being more a part of your life. TAURUS could push your buttons.
ARIES (March 2I -April iv)
**** Use the morning, when you're
empowered. Others respond well to your
instructions and ideas. Emphasize home.
security and finances later on. Check out
an investment more careibii. A boss
makes demands. Tonight: Clear your
desk first.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Verify facts and figures this

morning. Be ready to present your case
or make a needed presentation. In the
p.m., the moon slides into your sign.
empowering you for the next few days.
Timing works at this point. Tonight:
Reach out for the pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 201
*** The only error you can make right
now is to hesitate. Know what you want
and where you're heading. Carefully
consider your options in the later day.
Close your door or take a walk and think.
Maintain a low profile if possible.
Tonight: Vanish from work.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Stay on top of changes that surround your work and your relationships
with those in charge. Be open to a key
meeting. where many ideas could be
tossed out. Do remember the difference
between orders and suggestions'
Tonight: Where your fnends are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Check your facts and make
sure a plan fits together well. You will
have an opportunity to test the waters:
recognize limits here. Understand what
others expect. knowing also what you
can deliver. Discuss agreements, espc

cially in terms of what is possible.
Tonight: In the limelight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Deal with others directly this
morning. Success follows those who are
ready to greet it. Take an overview in a
discussion. Though you might be cynical
about another's approach, it works.
Detach and observe more often right
now. Tonight: Hop on the computer or
relax to a favorite TV show.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
****'Make an effort toward others
this morning. Bnng in a favonte munchie
to share or go out of your way to make
someone's life easier. Don't let a friend
push you too hard. Work with associates
at the office individually, and you'll succeed. Tonight: Go for togetherness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Loosen up and make the
most out of an opportunity that comes
your way that could involve travel and/or
education. Deal with others directly.
especially in the afternoon when a con-

vivial mood shines on you. Tonight:
Accept an invitation.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Charge your ingenuity into
work and getting the job done. A lunch
could evolve into a meeting. Work with
r
MO IMO IMIN 9
others as they attempt to clear the air and
perhaps get a project going. Take time to
listen and integrate different views.
Tonight: Get some exercise.
PAR 3
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
18 Holes • 110-2110 Yards • Kent Grass Green
**** You might not be in work
mode. Say so. Take a personal day or
1647 N. 16th St.• Murray, KY•753-1152
attempt to leave the office early. Your
mind floats to domestic and pnvate matPar 3 Golf Course
Lynn
Schedule an early dinner with a speters.
9
Holes $3
18 Holes $c
Sullivan
cial person in your life. Add more zest to
Weekends & Holidays
your day. Tonight: Keep on adding spice.
PGA Teaching
9 Holes $5
18 Holes 158
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Professional
**** Reach out for others. Say what
Golf Lessons
Golf Carts
is on your mind when dealing with some9 Holes...$3.50 18 Holes...$7.00
S20
one at a distance. You get imponant feedRental Sets
$1 00
back, even though you might not be
ready to act on it. Steer a steady course in
$2.25
Driving Range
the afternoon. Consider your options.
$2.00
Miniature Golf
Tonight: Mosey on home.
Softball & Baseball
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
50c
Batting Cages
**** Deal with your finances directlyPostpone calls and networking until
.
r
lunchtime or afterward. Clear out items
1
one at a time. Carefully consider your
$1
PUBLIC
options
surrounding a meeting. Pressure
GREEN
FEES
FOR 18 HOLES'
Ia.
WELCOME
J
builds to get a project done. Dig in.
Tonight: Bring extra work home.
U......NMI MN MI IMO NM IMP OM OM MIN

SULLIVAN'S

.
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LOTS FOR SALE

ATAINCE

Starting at S12.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

CONTRACTING
767-9036

994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior

Many Quality References Available
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 836-5681

David's Home
Improvement
Viater Damaged Floor,
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

Visa & St

•

ard Accepted

731.247.5422
FINE Art Portraits, very
reasonable, check out
www.lilestudio.com. 7590330.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood, Insured. 480-2830

HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry. No lob too
small. (731)247-3015
HYDRO CLEAN
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick, Decks,
Driveways, roofs & More.
Free Estimates.
Stephen Alexander
270-527-8577.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors!shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537.

270-437-4838
AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
-Quick Drying

753-5827.
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
*Mowing -Landscaping
*Gutter-Cleaning
PAINTING
PAY LESS
Call Dan 753-9618
ROOF LEAKING?
Calla professional.
435-4645.

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
•Shrub *Trimming
•Bed mulching
437-4407
210-6268
560
Free Column
2 free kittens, one tabby,
one black. All shots & litter
trained. 753-0696

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB!

Stepfather accused of putting
vodka through boy's feeding tube
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
Louisville man was jailed on
charges that he fed vodka through a
medical feeding tube to his 7-yearold stepson, who had a blood-alcohol level seven times the level at
which a person is considered drunk
when he was admitted to a hospital.
The boy's mother said the child
was in stable condition Monday
night at Kosair Children's Hospital.
Chris Harmon was charged with
first-degree criminal abuse and was
being held in the Jefferson County
Jail.
The boy's mother. Cherie
Glover, said Monday that her son
was conscious-but seemed different.
"He would laugh a little and then
Just cry and cry." she said outside
the Jefferson County Hall of
Justice, where she'd gone to seek an
Emergency Protective Order against
Harmon. She alleged that her husband had abused her sporadically in
the two years they'd been married.
"It's shocking," said Louisville
Police Sgt. Jeffery Moseley of the

Crimes Against Children Unit. "I medication recently, after Passport,
don't think anybody (in this unit) the state-sponsored health care prohas ever seen a blood-alcohol level gram she used, stopped paying for
in a child that was that high."
it.
The boy was hospitalized
Without the medication, she
Saturday, and police said Monday said, her son would scream and cry
his blood-alcohol content remained through the night.
at 0.20-still more than double the
Glover said her husband worked
0.08 level at which someone is con- construction jobs occasionally but
sidered drunk under Kentucky law. had only worked two days this
Officials at Kosair Children's month. He had been caring for the
Hospital would not release the boy full time while she worked a
boy's condition, saying officials late shift at a restaurant, she said,
from the state's Child Protective adding that she recently quit her job
Services agency were involved. . out of concern that Harmon would
Mike Jennings, a spokesman for harm her son and her two other chilthe state agency, said he had no dren, ages 10 and 4, from another
information on the case.
relationship.
Glover said her son was born
Jefferson
County
Coroner
with a rare condition knowq as Richard Greathouse, who is a pediVacteral syndrome, a cluster of birth atrician, said that at 0.59, the blooddefects that can affect the vertebrae, alcohol level of Glover's son would
anal area, limbs, esophagus. and have been almost double the
heart and liver function.
amount considered fatal, especially
She said the boy, who has a tra- for a child. He said he's seen chilcheal tube and is fed through a gas- dren die with levels of 0.3 or 0.4,
trointestinal bag, couldn't sleep but never in his 28 years as coroner
without special medication. But she has he seen a case in which a child
said they'd stopped buying the had such a high blood-alcohol level.

Woman pleads guilty to murder, arson
GREENSBORO, N.C.(AP)-A woman accused of
setting a couch on fire outside her ex-boyfriend's apartment, starting a blaze that ultimately killed four of his
neighbors, pleaded guilty Monday to murder and arson.
Janet Louise Danahey, 23. agreed to the plea in
exchange for a life sentence without parole. Prosecutors
could have sought the death penalty.
"I never meant to hurt anyone." Danahey said in
court. "I'm so sorry. I would never want to hurt them.
But for some reason they were taken. 1 don't know
why."
Danahey has been in jail since her arrest two days
after the early morning fire Feb. 15 fire at the Campus
Walk apartments.
Police Detective Marty Sexton testified Monday that

Danahey had gone to the apartment building intending
to put tuna under the hood of Thaddeus Johnston's car.
When she found the car wasn't there, she set fire to a
sofa in a breezeway outside his second-floor apartment,
Sexton said.
Fire spread rapidly through Campus Walk's wooden
breezeway and. up wooden stairs from one wing to
another. Many of the residents were students at the nearby University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Several
escaped by jumping from their windows after the stairs
collapsed.
Firefighters found the bodies of four young adultssisters Rachel Llewellyn, 21, and Donna Llewellyn, 24;
Elizabeth Harris, 20; and Ryan Bek, 25-in the smoking remains.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT My mother is 76,
in pretty good health and loves your
column. The problem is that, about 50
percent of the time, she develops the
very symptoms you write about. How
can I know when she is really ill?
DEAR READER: There is a fascinating syndrome, called "medical students' disease," that affects many
healthy med students when they are
learning about various health problems; they tend to experience the
same symptoms as the patients whom
they study. This phenomenon typically disappears by senior year. I suppose that a similar syndrome could
easily affect an older person, too.
You know your mother well and, I
am sure, are perceptive enough to
determine if she is truly ill — or simply exhibiting medical students' disease. On the other hand, if you are
really worried, you could ask your
mother's doctor to advise you. Some
symptoms, such as joint stiffness and
urinary frequency, do come with age.
But other symptoms, such as chest
pain and fever, can indicate a problem
that should be addressed. The physician should be able to sort out the real
from the imagined.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My father complains of intermittent stomach pains
that he thinks are caused by an ulcer.
Because he leads a relatively stressfree life, and we have always been led
to believe that ulcers are related to
stress, we question his self-diagnosis.

PETER
GOTT, M D

If your father suffers recurring,
burning, abdominal pain that is
relieved by eating or taking antacids,
he should be checked for a peptic
ulcer. An upper GI series (special Xrays of the stomach and first part of
the small intestine) will likely demonstrate an ulcer if one is present. As an
alternative, ulcers can readily be seen
during endoscopy, when a specialist
examines the stomach with a fiberoptic device.
In your father's case, I'd be more
influenced by the location and nature
of his pain than by his stress-free
lifestyle. A family doctor can diagnose
and treat peptic ulcers. Specialists

DEAR ABBY: When I read the
letter from No Doctor's Playmate,"
whose doctor reached into her bra
when she consulted him about an
ear infection, I couldn't help but
sympathize. The same thing happened to me. My surgeon walked
into my hospital room and fondled
my breasts when he checked my
abdominal incision. When my gastroenterologist came, I told her I
wanted him removed from my case
and explained why.
Abby, she defended him! She
said it was probably a routine
breast exam. I told her that I'd had
more than 30 years' worth of breast
exams, and this was nothing like
them. I also told her it was not
authorized by me, and he was not
my gynecologist. She then had the
nerve to imply that -I was dreaming
or having a drug-induced fantasy.
This happened eight years ago. I'm
still furious about it.
He still has his shingle. So,
ladies, if your doctor pulls anything
funny — report him!
MAD IN OKLAHOMA CITY
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LOOKING BACK

stopped. I hope other victims will
not be as scared as I was to speak
out. My mistake was in not questioning when I knew something was
wrong.
WISER NOW
IN OCEANSIDE,N.Y.
DEAR WISER NOW: I hope
other women will take your
experience to heart.

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Go-Cart
Riders racing during the light 4-cycle division at the opening night of.
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. The photo was by Staff Photographer Candy Mathers.
LaDawn Cook of Calloway
County has been named a state teen
winner of the prestigious Conrad
Feltner Award at the Kentucky 4-H
Senior Conference at the University
of Kentucky.
Births reported include a girl to
John C. and Kim Rowlett, July 7; a
boy to Robert Earl and Tiffany
Hagg, July II; a girl to Shirley and
Gregory Wyatt, July 23.
20 years ago
A bid by Willard Ails to locate a
postal system contract station inside
The Bookmark has been accepted
by postal officials. The contract station will be a "mini post office," ac,
cording to Murray Postmaster Bob
Eades. The need for a contract station arose when the post office
moved to the .location on Chestnut
Street.
A house, owned by Jack Glover,
was destroyed by fire the night of
July 29.
Bekah Brock, Amy Carman,
Teresa A. Ford and Rebbie Houston, Murray High School students,
attended a workshop by Kentucky
Association of Student Councils at
Centre College, Danville.
30 years ago
James Rudy Allbritten has been
named a member of Murray City
Council to fill the vacancy of R.L.
Ward who resigned because of
health reasons.

DEAR ABBY: I consulted a general surgeon about a problem totally unrelated to my breasts and the
doctor did the same thing to me. I
reported him to the state medical
licensing board, and he now must
have a nurse or staff member present during exams.
He claimed he "always" did
breast exams on his patients, but I
was able to provide names of two
other women who saw him for surgical consultations, and he did not
examine their breasts.
I am close to 50 and have had
many breast exams No doctor ever
performed one while I was fully
are not necessary unless endoscopy is
clothed. I join you in urging "No
required or the abdominal pain
DEAR MAD:Since he did this Doctor's Playmate" to report the
remains undiagnosed after testing.
That's the simple part of the prob- to you, he may be sexually abus- incident immediately.
ONLY MY HUSBAND'S
lem. In reality, many serious medical ing other women patients. After
PLAYMATE IN KENTUCKY
conditions mimic peptic ulcers. These complaining to the referring
include angina and heart attack, gall- physician and getting no satisDEAR HUSBAND'S PLAYstones, acute inflammation of the pan- faction, you should have taken
creas and aortic aneurysm (when your complaint to the head of MATE: You handled the situablood leaks from a distended artery in the hospital and to the state tion effectively. Good for you.
the abdomen). Therefore, attention medical association. It's not too And thank you for sharing with
my readers how you dealt with
may have to be paid to organs other late to do it now.Read on:
the frisky-fingered physician.
than the upper gastrointestinal tract.
DEAR ABBY: The same thing
P.S. This goes for readers of
A well-trained primary care physician
Can an ulcer be treated by our family should be able to sort this out and happened to me when I was 18. It both sexes. If something doesn't
doctor, or should a specialist be request a consultation with a special- happened a second time when I seem "right," you have every
returned for a follow-up visit. I was right to question it. And if the
involved?
ist as needed.
DEAR READER: The family doctor
To give you related information, I so upset I told the nurses I didn't answers don't make sense to
should certainly be the first step.
am sending you a copy of my Health want to see that particular doctor you,get a second opinion.
Although the classic teaching has Report "Peptic Ulcers." Other read- again.(He was part of a group.) I
been that stress causes peptic ulcers, ers who would like a copy should send was too embarrassed to explain
this dogma is not necessarily true. a long, self-addressed, stamped enve- exactly why.
Two years later, I was called by
Stressed and nervous people often lope plus ;2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
CONTRACT BRIDGE
have cast-iron stomachs, and 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure the Office of Professional Medical
Conduct in New York state. They
unstressed patients frequently devel- to mention the title.
were investigating the doctor. Five
op ulcers. The precise cause of ulcers
women wound up testifying against
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
it not fully understood, although many
him. None of us knew each other or
authorities believe that the majority of
heard each other's testimony, but West dealer.
peptic ulcers are related to an intestiBut East smartly went up
similarities in our stories proved Both sides vulnerable.
nal bacterial infection called H. pylori.
with the ace of clubs and returned
the doctor was guilty.
Other experts emphasize alternaNORTH
the eight ofspades. West's spades
He took advantage of his medical
tive causes. For example, aspirin,
4 A 53
thus became established before
license and his authority. The state
ibuprofen and related drugs (used to
KJ8
South could set up his clubs, and
eventually revoked his license to
treat pain and arthritis) often produce
•A J 2
the contract went down one. In
practice
in
New
York.
Talking
peptic disease. This is a recognized,
416J 1094
effect, East-West won the race
about what he did to me was difficommon side effect of these medicaWEST
EAST
against time.
tions. Excessive use of alcohol can
K 974 2
therapeutic.
•J8
also
was
However, South could and
but
it
cult,
also lead to ulcers.
1064 3 2 should have won the race. He
Doctors like that need to be •95
+ 976
•10 8 5 3
should have realized at the start
4K 5 3
+A 6
that the only real threat was the
1:70.44.11LY CCZ)1\111ICS
SOUTH
possibilitythat Westhadfivespades
•Q 106
and a club entry. This might well
Eta...compile
IP A Q 7
have led him to the winning solu•K Q 4
tion: to allow East's jack ofspades
c.t,
THE bOSS WENT BALLISTiC
40 Q 87 2
'to hold the opening trick! South
The bidding:
would still have scored two spade
West
North East South tricks sooner or later, as he would
ENOUC44
4 \"r"
I ATTENTION
Pass
1
Pass
2 NT
have had the.Q-10 to deal with
A MEETNG
Pass
3 NT
West's king, but, more -imporTOOAY
Opening lead — four ofspades.
• tantly,he would havefinished with
10 tricks instead of only eight.
'41 ,1
Notrump contractsfrequently
44A
After East's jack holds the
feature a race between declarer first trick, the best he can do is
and the defenders for the estab- return a spade. Declarer wins and
lishment oftricks. The time factor attacks clubs. IfEast wins the first
is often crucial, as illustrated by club lead,he does not have a spade
this deal where South was in three to lead — thanks to the holdup at
notrump.
trick one — and South makes four
West led a spade, and South notrump.
took East's jack with the queen.
If West wins the first club,the
Declarer crossed to dummy with a outcome is exactly the same. He
2002:
heart and returned the jack of can establish his spades, but then
2 PARENTS
11kRJEL EN REFRIGERATOR
clubs, hoping to lose the trick to has no subsequent entry to cash
2 KIDS
West, who could not harm him them. Either way, South wins the
2A SOFT MINKS
YOGURT5
with a spade return.
race against time.
LUNCHABLES
Tomorrow: Bridge is a marvelous game.
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On this date:
In 1729, the city of Baltimore
was founded.
In 1864, during the Civil War,
Union forces Hied .to take Petersburg, Va., by exploding a mine under Confederate defense lines. The
attack failed.
In 1932, the Summer Olympic
Games opened in Los Angeles.
In 1942, President Franklin Roosevelt signed a bill creating a
women's auxiliary agency in the
Navy known as Women Accepted
for Volunteer Emergency Service
— WAVES for short.
In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson signed into law the Medicare
bill, which went into effect the following year.
In 1975, former Teamsters union
president Jimmy Hoffa disappeared
in suburban Detroit. Although he is
presumed dead, his remains have
never been found.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. July 30, the
211th day of 2002. There are 154
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 30, 1945, during World
War II, the U.S.S. Indianapolis was
torpedoed by a Japanese submarine;
only 316 out of 1,196 men survived
the sinking and shark-infested waters. (The Navy recently exonerated
the Indianapolis' captain, Charles
Butler McVay III, who was courtmartialed and convicted for failing
to evade the submarine that sank his
ship.)
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Janet Usrey and Diane Harrison
both participated in the Kentucky 4H Fashion Revue at the University
of Kentucky. Usrey was one of five
finalists in the mix-match division.
Harrison competed in the play
clothes division.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Bell, July 23; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald B.
Hargis and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Stanton Robison, July 24; a boy to
David and Cindy Hill. July 25.
40 years ago
Kentucky Highway Commissioner Henry Ward has announced
that the Squire Adams Road from
Coldwater to Backusburg has been
*proved for grade and drain construction.
Nancy Faye Bazzell and Ted
Lovett were married July 14 at the
home of the bride's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Bazzell.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Wells and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Parker.
50 years ago
The state per capita school fund
of $38.41 for each of the 682,330
children included in the official
school census will provide
$139,191.75 to school districts in
Calloway County for the present
school year, according to State
Supt. of Public Instruction Wendell
P. Butler.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Wilkerson, July 19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis Jones, July 21; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Othel Higgins, July 25.
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Mine case turns to faulty
maps of Penn. coal country
By The Associated Press
SOMERSET, Pa.(AP) — Maps of the state's longabandoned coal mines have come under scrutiny by
authorities trying to prevent future accidents like the one
that left nine miners trapped in a flooded shaft for three
days.
State authorities will review operations at 34 other
mines around the state that are located next to abandoned mines to determine whether changes are warranted, and a new state commission will review mine safety
issues.
A joint state-federal investigation also will focus on
underground maps in investigating how the men became
trapped 240 feet underground after breaking through the
wall of a flooded adjacent mine.
The miners' maps showed the adjacent mine to be
300 feet away. Richard Stickler, director of the state
Bureau of Deep Mine Safety, said those maps will be a
key focus of the joint investigation into the Quecreek
mine accident.
"You rely on those maps as being accurate and safe,"
said Dave Lauriski, assistant secretary for the U.S. Mine
Safety and Health Administration.
One retired miner suggested Monday that details had
been deliberately left off an old map used by the miners
to cover up how much coal was removed from the abandoned mine.
The special Pennsylvania commission — to include

JOE MARQUETTE/AP Photo

coal mine operators, union representatives, mine engineers and surveyors — will scrutinize the accident as
well as the slate's mine-permitting process and emergency-response procedures.
The nine miners have already been interviewed about
what happened the night of the accident at the mine,
which had a regular inspection only a week before,
Lauriski said.
Retired miner Joseph Jashienski said the map of the
abandoned mine, the Saxman, was wrong because of
improper mining techniques used the day before it was
abandoned.
Jashienski, 89, said the now-defunct Saxman Coal
and Coke Co. gathered all the coal it could that day by
using a machine to carve out a large space in the shape
of a baseball diamond. He said the now-deceased mine
superintendent who made the map left that detail out
because such a procedure would raise red flags with
regulators.
"He didn't want anybody to know he made a ballfield
the last day of work," said Jashienski, who declined to
identify the manager. "If you put on the map that you
made a ballfield, the state inspector is going to wonder
what you are doing."
Scott Roberts, the head of the mineral resource management division of the state Department of
Environmental Protection, said he wasn't aware of
Jashienski's claim but said it sounded valid.

Old maps a problem in Kentucky

HEAT MAY BE TO BLAME ... A fireman, right, climbs on a derailed Amtrak train Monday
in Kensington, Md. The Amtrak train carrying about 200 people derailed near Washington, By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
gallons of water rushed out and ping was done in a haphazard way
Associated Press Writer
flooded the mine in which the men prior to the passage of the 1969
injuring dozens of people, four of them critically.
WASHINGTON (AP)— A focus were working.
Mine Act, when he said the federal
of the investigation into the mine
Inaccurate mapping of an old government started requiring mapaccident in Somerset,Pa., will be the mine also is believed to have con- ping. He said the Pennsylvania mininadequacies associated with old tributed to the collapse of a coal ers had a certified map of the new
mine maps — a problem that has impoundment near Inez, Ky., two mine, meaning a registered engineer
plagued much of coal country for years ago. That accident allowed approved it. However, he said they
years, federal investigators said 300 million gallons of thick blidk didn't have a certified map of the old
Monday.
sludge to flow into waterways.
mine.
The nine miners who were
"There are a lot of old mines in
But something must be done,said
trapped in the Pennsylvania mine this region, particularly in the Joe Main, health and safety adminisBy STEPHEN MANNING
mation such as the speed of the train derailment.
relied on maps showing an aban- Appalachian region," said David trator for the United Mine Workers
Associated Press Writer
and what the engineer was doing,
By Monday evening, rescue doned mine to be 300 feet away Lauriski, assistant secretary of labor of America.
KENSINGTON, Md. (AP) — such as braking or throttling, workers had searched the train three from where they were mining. for the Mine Safety and Health
"This is not just a threat to the
Investigators
recovered
data Carmody said.
times and were matching the names Instead, the miners accidentally Administration.
miners," he said. "This has become
recorders from the wreckage of an
The train, the Capitol Limited, of rescued passengers to the mani- broke through a wall into the abanHe said maps of those mines a threat to the general public, as we
Amtrak train that they say should was traveling from Chicago to the fest, said Bill Dulaney, another doned mine,50 million to 60 million often are inaccurate, because map- found out in Kentucky."
provide clues into why the train nation's capital with 173 passengers Montgomery
County
Fire
jumped off the tracks outside the and crew members when it went off Department spokesman.
nation's capital, leaving 97 passen- the tracks at about 1:55 p.m.
The train's engineer will be testgers injured.
Monday, authorities said. The trami ed for drugs and alcohol use, as is
The crash sent bleeding passen- was about 10 miles from its destina- routine.
gers crawling out windows and left a tion.
The track is owned, operated and
150-yard stretch of damaged track
Six people were trapped in the maintained by freight railroad CSX
along the accident site, including cars, but all were freed within an Corp. Company spokesman Dan
twisted rails and ties ripped from the hour, Montgomery County Fire Murphy said the speed limit on that
gravel bed. Six of the train's 13-cars Department spokesman Oscar stretch is 70 mph and early indicalay on their side.
Garcia said. They were reported to tions are that the .train was going 57
The National -TransportatiOn be in critical condition.
to 60 mph.
Safety Board sent a team of investiRobert Bailey, of 'Capitol
He said the section of track where
gators, and an expert said they Heights, Md., said he and his wife the derailment happened was last
would try to determine whether heat crawled through a window after the inspected visually at 5 p.m. Sunday.
had caused the track to buckle. car they were riding in turned over. He said the last train that passed
Temperatures were in the mid-90s at
"Lots of screaming and hollering. through before the wreck was a
the time of the accident.
It waspandemonium in there," said freight train that went by about 45
"When the track gets up over 100 Bailey, who was taking the train minutes earlier and reported nothing
degrees, you have things called heat home after a vacation in Michigan.
unusual.
kinks. You have to watch your track
The accident comes as Amtrak is
Amtrak has struggled to maintain
very carefully," former NTSB man- trying to emerge from its worst full service this year because nearly
aging director Peter Goelz said.
budget crisis in its 31-year history. 100 of its cars and locomotives are
Carol Carmody, vice chairwoman The private company recently damaged and out of service. Low on
of the National Transportation required federal help to close a $200 cash, Amtrak has not been able to
Safety Board, said Monday evening million budget gap that threatened to get the cars back on the tracks.
at the scene of the accident that two close the railroad.
"The equipment supply was
BILL LUSTER The Courier-Joumat AP Photo
event recorders had been recovered
Rep. Connie Morella, R-Md., maxed out as it was," said Amtrak
AND CARRY A LOUISVILLE SLUGGER ... Rep. Anne Northup, left, R-Ky., and Sen.
from the train.
visited the scene and met with pas- spokeswoman Karina Van Veen. It's
Mitch McConnell, R- Ky., right, look on as former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani
The recorders are similar to flight sengers at Kensington's Town Hall. possible some trains will have to run
holds a Louisville Slugger baseball bat, Monday during a news conference in Louisville,
data recorders, or "black boxes," on "It couldn't have come at worse with fewer cars until repairs are
Ky. The bat was given to him by Northup and McConnell.
airplanes. They will provide infor- time for Amtrak," she said of the made, she said.

Investigators probing
cause of train derailment

Speak Softly ...
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OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

w•—•—•-• 914.95*
On

C

,
e Serif/0

DOES THE ROAD TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM
HAVE ANY SHORTCUTS?

‘
410 Maio,
_vpiianee

YES! AND WE'LL BE HAPPY TO LEND YOU THE MAP

most cars & trucks - house oil only)

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street•753-5606

NISSAN
Nissan of Murray's
Service Department
would like to say

THANK YOU
to all our regular and new
customers by offering them a...

We can help you consolidate your debts into a single
loan by using the equity in your home.

Murray Appliance
Your GE Dealer"

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
753-7407

212 E. Main St.
753-1586

Gerry Puckett

Darren Jones

Jacquelyn Watson

FREE MAINTENANCE
SAFETY INSPECTION!
We Will Check:
Belts and Hoses
All Fluid Levels and Top-Off
Rotate Tires and Check For Wear
M All Front-End Suspension Components
If) Battery and Clean Cables
16 Exhaust System
Lti All Brakes and Shocks

Call Today For Your FREE INSPECTION Appointment!

753-8850
Offer

Good Thru August 31st, 2002

